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The season is tit hand when farmers
have to think as well as act. and when
•dicers of farmers' clubs tire making up
heir programmes for the winter meetings.
!e. Luring is reported as having said, at
a late farmers' meeting at Worcester, that
ti M-ussion of farm topics in farmers’ club
neetmgs is entirely useless, or something
that etlect. Perhaps the “Farm Yard
of Jothain’’ succeeded in settling all
.tcstioiis that have so vexed farmers
:
the past few centuries, and left nothug for the present generation to do in
i hat i no.
There may, however, he a few
farmer' who may not quite agree withthe
1 tuetoi. or there may he some who will
't
diseussing. if only fhr discuss sake.
Some, think the exercise of
nil’s faculties in the wav of telling what
me knows, ur thinks lie knows, to his
other farmers, in a sort of a public way,
iug innate method of proving one's
"overs "l communication, so that lie can
niself understood when important
are to be acted on, in town
d elsewhere.
To all such, the
ist of questions gathered from
•
nils oi ,i tew ot our successful
elulis may not come amiss
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i'll'- undersigned, a committee appoint'd award the prizes offered by Stillman
11. Allen,

Kscp,

to the Maine

buys

under

i-ditcen years of age who should raise
most Indian corn on one-eiglith of an
:v,

make the

following report:

There were more than six hundred
from all portions of our State who
.'■•red t' contest for the prizes, and the
beers ol the State Agricultural Society
appointed persons in every town to measure the land and
weigh the corn. We
e returns from four hundred and thirn of the contestants with the
following
el’s th<- corn being weighed in the
within twenty-fi»i! hours after it was
asked:
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I bus it will be seen that more than
i fifths of the
boys raised at the rate
more than one hundred bushels to the
e and about one-fourtli one hundred
i liff. bushels, while several raised at
'■
: ate of more than two hundred husband
one. two
hundred and forty,
hen i o s under eighteen years of age
an
produce such results, is there any
■i "i our buying western corn.' We
t tint the lesson here taught will
"1: ige Maine farmers to raise more
"rn. and the thanks of
every farmer
this State are due to Mr. Allen,
ir
tlu generous prizes offered to the
boy> in Maine to stimulate them in this
direction.
We award the prizes as folows
The first prize of *200 to F. F.
'mall of Stockton, who raised 2,25b lbs.
I in- second
prize of Soil to Frank L.
1
dun of Brunswick who raised
1 lie third prizes, five of *10 each, to
A illiam ,J. Littlefield of Wells, who raisd l.'B 14-Id lbs. Andie B. l^ittleol Bristol, who raised 1,841 12-Hi lbs. Vflllio
j!
B; her of South Norridgewoek. who
Mti-i-d 1.770 lbs. (ieorgelt. Hibberd of
North Union, who raised 1,705 12-1(1 lbs.,
oul Sumnc: K. Hammond of North Beri'-k, who raised 1,750 4-10 lbs.
A
.;al prize of * 10 is awarded by direction
'f Mr. Allen to Miss Ada J. Mills of West
Bethel, for industry, energy anil perse'■rcnco in raising corn.
■

Respectfully submitted,

Riffs I’kintf.

i■ AUDEN Seeds. We have

received from
11 M. Ferry A: Co., the
great seedsmen
i

Detroit, .Michigan,

their Seed Annual
ls-i.
it is sent free to all who apply
■or it. and is a most useful as well as
very handsome publication. This Annual
is elegantly illustrated
(including some
beautiful colored plates) and contains an
amount of information
such as the
names, common and botanical, classification, character, height and color of plant,
■node of culture and what to avoid, the
numerous varieties and their distinctive
marks, with general directions for the
cultivation and management of a garden,
-ueh as could not be obtained from
perhaps fifty volumes, few if any of which
me within the reach of the
ordinary
reader, and so condensed and arranged
as to be
easily understood by all. We
tested some of Ferry A: Co. seeds last
v"ar. and found them to he all that
they

lyr

—
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of some recent local reports,
in which that despised animal, the pig,
has infinite abuse and contumely heaped
upon him, as a quadruped of the most
vicious and degraded propensities, inliiues us to say a word or two in favor of
The primrose, precious key of spring.
Unlocked the casket of the year:
the much-maiigned porker, and to ask
The flowers flew forth on rainbow wing
that he, as well as animals of better reO'er hill and mead and mere.
I'he fact is
pute. may have lair play.
To woo the new year like the old
that the pig has a bad name as an unBetween the green corn and the gold.
clean animal, whose habits are essentialBetween the gold corn and the green.
ly and naturally filthy, and who will feed
Between the midday and the dawn.
The summer woods have lost their sheen.
i on disgusting food, from which other anThe flowers have withered on the lawn.
imals will turn away.
He is thus left to
And Love lies dead where Love hath been.
revel in the refuse that he is supposed to
Between the gold corn and the green.
prefer, and for the most part no pains
Love is not dead : he cannot die.
arc taken to teach him better.
A little
Although his eyes be veiled with pain :
knowledge of his instincts will, however,
The woods shall waken by and by.
show that, so far from the pig being natThe flowers shall blossom once again :
And wt— shall we not wake, my Queen.
urally an unci' an animal, lie is naturally
Between the gold corn and the green
the rev erse ; and this view is strongly borne
out by Mr. Ballard in a report which he
some time ago presented to the local
The Barrett Ice Privilege.
tbnerument Board on the “Fftluvium j
Nuisances arising in connection with the
IT ! RANK H. 0>N\ KliSK.
keeping of Animals." •■When the pig
\
few
years ago there were six in the
wallow- in mire," says Mr. Ballard, “lie
Barrett family; at the time when my
follows
an instim-t implanted in
merely
his mother
him. in common with some other pachy- story begins, only Bob and
dermatous creatures the object of which were left.
The first Barrett came over in the Mayis cutane us cleansing. The mud stands
flower, as second officer, and there had
to him in the relation of soap to a human
been sailors among them ever since.
being, hut instead of washing it oil' with
But Captain Barrett, Rob's father, was
water, he allows it to cake and dry upon
lost in the great September gale, ‘‘on
the skin, and then rubs it all otf, mud
<
.eorgesJohn, the oldest, was buried
and cutaneous debris together, upon some
oil' Cape Horn: Jim sailed from New
sufficiently rough surface. Loose hair York as first mate of a
ship that was
and cutaneous seurt irritates him, and he
never heard from, and Joe was lost overtakes his own way of cleansing his skin
board from the l’olaris in the Arctic seas.
from them. Cleanse his skin for him, i
Rob, who was an active, good lookingand he will res; in contentment, without
scholarly
boy of sixteen, had inherited
rs of his supercilious bet
the
otlending
ey
the same fondness for the sea peculiar to
in
this
matter
ters. often less .-enipubms
the family.
iii- w,blowings, scratchings,
| than lie s. by
‘‘But tiie little mother won't hear to it.
it has long been known
: and serubbing-.
so 1 must stay as 1 am," he would say,
a pig thus cleansed with soap ami
that
|
with a laugh.
a c
i
not only becomes less objectiona- ;
For Rob had some old-fashioned ideas
but grows fat more speedily than if
of duty to his mother, not too often met
left to cleanse himself in his own way.
with among boys of the present day, and
similarly as respects his food. Karbagc he carried
them out to the fullest extent.
is not the food that the pig selects by
They were quite poor in those days.
preferenet. In fact, a pig which has been The
captain had left nothing but the
fed for any time upon sweet food will
small, one-story house by the sea, and
turn away from sour and disgusting food.
If left to pick up his living where lie can thirty acres of worn-out land, sloping up
midst of which was
find it, he will cat anything he can find from the shore, in the
as it was called
that is eatable, hut even then will eat “the ten-acre swamp-lot,"
the boys
the
Covert
though
by
people,
acorns, fallen fruit, or roots in preference
of it as the "quaking bog."
to garbage: and human beings in similar aiways spoke
The surface was composed of moss and
straits will act precisely in the same way.”
a very
It may be economical, and perhaps even matted grass, which sank down in
desirable, to convert into pork matters unpleasant manner when one stepped his
Sometimes a venturous
which can in no other way. or in no way weight on it.
boy poked his leg through this vegetable
more convenient, he made subservient to
with his trowth“ subsistence of mankind, and the pig covering, and went home
is possibly properly utilized in this man- sers in a pretty state : for underneath was
ooze and soft, black mud, which was popner.
our only desire is to vindicate his I
clear down to
character as a cleanly feeder, if only he ularly believed to extend
has the chance of cleanly feeding vouch- the centre of the earth.
The swamp-lot was kept constantly
safed h;;u.
ivaghsh Sanitary Record.
water-soaked by the springs and small
streams which flowed into it from the
Farming .booking Up
ledgy hills, above the house, and was reNever since our recollection have \v<
garded as absolutely worthless rather
so
known
man
men of other occupations
an injury to the little farm than otherturning towards the farm as a means of wise.
getting a ILing as at the present time,
They kept a cow, a few sheep and
nor lias agricultural labor
formally years some hens. Rob cultivated a small vegbeen as popular among all classes hi New
etable garden, and, when he was not at
F.ngland as now. of course there are school, c ught hake from his dory, within
more or less who arc dissatisfied every
sight of the little whitewashed house—
where, but, even among farmers who
this, of course, in the summer time, when
have the reputation of being confirmthe sea was tolerably smooth.
ed grumblers, the feeling is decidedly
For the dried hake sounds brought a
more cheerful than during the
period of dollar a pound at the store, while the fish
intlated prices
one would hardh have
themselves, when properly cured, formed
believed, t• ii years ago, that the sons of with salt
mackerel, no small part of the
our city merchants would, in a few
years, winter's provisions.
be found preparing themselves lbr farmI he widow Barrett was a bright,
ers, but such is the fact To a greater exlittle woman, simply content with
cheery,
tent, perhaps, than manv maysuppo.se. what ( tod saw tit to make her lot.
Her
Some of the most promising boys now at
greatest anxiety was for Bob, that he
our agricultural colleges are the sons of
should have a goo 1 education, for he was
wealthy city merchants.
a most excellent scholar considering his
One of the largest dealers in clothing
scanty advantages, and an omnivorous
in this city recently
himself
expressed
reader withal.
in
favor of young men learning
strongly
“Don’t worry, little mother." Bob would
the business of agriculture, and proves
will be opened somehow:’’
his sincerity by placing his own son upon say—“the way
for realizing, as he grew older, that he
a farm where lie will not
only learn the could probably never gratify his great
business, but probably continue in it as a
longing for sea life, he had made up his
life occupation.
mind that, for his mother's sake, he
A physician having a large
practice would give it up entirely and turn his atwrites us that lie sdffoush contemplates
tention to something else.
retiring from the profession, that lie may
Bob was on his way to the Covert postgive more attention to his farm which he
onacertain October morning when
thinks may pay him quite a< well, while ollice,
lie was overtaken by one Mr. Arad Hotlie will lie far more independent than at
ter, a shrewd and not over scrupulous
present. So let hesitating farmers take speculator, who had made
money in vaF.
Farmer.
Courage.
[X.
rious ways ever since he began trading
jack knives in his extreme youth.
-Mark Yon; I’l. vxs Faki.y.
The
A
sharp man was Arad, not conspring work does not commence with the tent, very
as his neighbors used to say, unless
before
the
ploughing.
Long
ground is he had both ends and the middle of a
ready to work the thoughtful and intelliHe wore his hat very much on
gent tanner will lie busy making plans. bargain.
one side, sported a Black Hill diamond
In that ease when the seasons work bein a soiled shirt front, and was seldom or
gins he will know just which fields lie never seen without a
cigar in his mouth.
w ishes to
plough, liovv much manure he
Mr. Hotter entered into familiar converis going to apply, where it is coming from,
sation with Bob- rather to that youth's
and vvliat cro|,.- he can most profitable
of the weather, the hard
t’areml
plant,
planning and forethought surprise—spoke with an air of
times,
inquired,
interest,
are important elements of success in farmhow the “widder” got along, casually aling.
luded to the depreciation of real estate in
the vicinity, and then, as though the idea
All the ii mrisiiuei.! of malt
liquors, without had just occurred to him, remarked, in
their objections, found in .Mall Ritters.
a very indifferent sort of way:
Funny items arc made 1»\* adroit turns ol the
“S’pose your ma would sell the ‘ten
humor- wrist.
acre swamp lot’ at a pooty low tigger,
wouldn't she, Bob t”
Grapple With Disease
ia its
Those disorders which effect the
“Why, yes," said Bob, laughing. “1
infancy.
liver, stomach and bowels are not credited with
Mother would be glad to give it
suppose
halt the evil which they produce.
Functional
away, though 1 should advise her not to
weakness. parti darly ia iVmiale-i ; sick headaches
sell it just now.”
ai-d piles c minute from t.b.. above maladies, (hie
ot the duel avenu-s of escape from the hurtful
For it Hashed across his mind that Mr.
humors of the syst* in is the bowels, if they and
Hotter was, for some reason, anxious to
the liver an* kept active I y the use of Dr. Gkos
buy the swamp lot.
vunor s Lm !. 'tin a succession of serious
bodily
ills will b av -ided. and an immunity from much
“Maybe lie's discovered a gold mine
there,” he thought, with a half laugh.
physical suffering be the^sult.
“It ain’t wuth—wa-al, it ain't reely
A standing nuisance—The loafer on the curbwutli a dollar an acre,” remarked Mr. Hotstone.
Dr. Kennedy.
ter, flipping the ashes from the end of his
\\ ouhi have it understood that, while he is
cigar: “but seein's it’s your ma, I would
engagnot mind givin’ her—wa-al, say twentyed in the introduction of his medicine (Favorite
live dollars fur a clean title* to jest tin*
Remedy ), he still continues the prate i<f of his
A

self lay in a sort of basin a few feet lower
than the surrounding pasture land.
His evident purpose was to overflow it,
but what this was done for, did not at
first appear.
Hut when the “boom" in
ice began, and the papers were full of accounts of almost fabulous prices paid for
"ice privileges," which lay convenient for
shipping, whether they were mill-ponds
or fresh-water marshes, the object of Mr.
Potter’s dam was obvious.
lie purposed to overflow the swamp
and make a ten-acre pond.
From the
pond thus formed to the wharf below it
was, perhaps, two hundred yards, and a
descending grade all the way, so that, by
means of a cheap bridge or “shute,” the
ice could be sent sliding on its slippery
way till it reached tiie von verge of the
wharf, there to be taken on board vessels
waiting to receive it.
A day or two after the dam was built,
Kob, with bitterness of heart, started up
to see what was going on there.
.Mr.
Potter happened to be going the same

Between the green corn and the gold.
Between the dawning and the noon,
Love, that at lirst was pale and cold,
Waxed ruddy wifh the summer moon,
And hearts beat high and lips grew bold
Between the green corn and the gold.
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profession, but coniines himself exclusively to Oliir.
practice, lie treats all diseases of a chronic* char
acter. and performs ail the minor and
capital oper

ations of

Surgery.

I'arties
cases,

living

can

at a distance
(except in Surgical
be treated at home.
Address

-'vv.{

I)r. I). Kkxnkdv, Roundout, N Y.

An Oil city man traded otf his
gun for a dog,
because he wanted to “get
to boot.”

something

course.

Honey Bees.
call the special attention of

\\ e
our readers to
the advertisement <»; Mrs. < otton, in another col
umu under this head. Mrs. Got ton's new
sj’stem of
bee keeping is a great success.
4wl
The giri wh > was courted by a spruce young
lawyer said she liked to be protected by the strong

arm

of the law

A'.EVr* &.\6» Cl.lt tlltltl
from S'J.'i to $30 per week m'IUiijc »i«mU for
!•.(». in I)h< )l
Barclay street, New York.
.send tor their < iatalogue ami terms.
Ivr.51
\ irginia is
getting more than her wont of snow,
lhis is the hist real indication of the
growing
Northern feeling said to be noticed there.

Have Wlstar's Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures roughs, (’olds. Bronchitis.
Whooping < ough. Croup. Influenza, Consumption, and all
lhroat and Lung
Complaints. AO cents and $1 a
bottle

Might

nor

hook store,
words !

the

net

although

of

no

The Peruvian Syrup

extinguishing

joke, he called

a

a

tire in a
upon

plav

has cured thousands who

suffering from Dyspepsia. Debility. Liver
Complaint, Boils, Humors. Female Complaints,
were

etc. Pamphlet** free to any address.
Fowle it Sons, Boston.

Seth W.

Mirrors are of great antiquity. When Adam
found Eve, he discovered a good looking lass.
Hints

Farmers. Don't let your horses bo
standing much at the tavern door: it don t
look right. Don’t be without Henry A Johnson's
Arnica and Oil liniment near at hand to
apply
in case of accident.
Keep good fences—-especially
line fences : it promotes good
feelings among
neighbors. Keep Down's Elixir always in the
house, and use in cases of sudden coughs. Arc as
a safeguard
against consumption and other dangerous
diseases.
Baxter's Mandrake Bitters,
taken according to directions, saves
large expense
in doctor's bills.
seen

to

swamp-lot.”
“No, 1 suppose you wouldn’t,” was
Bob's placid answer; “but I guess we
won’t sell just now, Mr.'Hotter,” and Bob
hurried off to do his errands, with his
mind full of bewildered conjectures.
Twenty-five dollars for “a quaking
bog," where even alders wouldn’t grow!
What could it mean ? for the quickwitted
boy saw that it meant something, of

“Think ye’re sharp, don’t ye ?’’ muttered the discomfited Mr. l’otter, angrily,
as he looked after the departing
boy.
“Guess I’ll see what the welder has to
say about it’- and lighting a fresh cigar,
the speculator took his way in the opposite directon.
“Something's up, sure," thought Rob
to himself, as he hurried home an hour
or two
later, “and 1 think when I tell
mother of Potter’s offer I'll advise her to
hold on to the swamp-lot, till 1 can find
out what lias made such a sudden rise in
this kind of real estate.’’
“What do you think, Robbie, dear?”
was his mother’s
delighted exclamation,
as he entered the old-fashioned
kitchen,
“I’ve sold the swamp-lot to Arad Potter
for fifteen dollars. Was there ever such
apiece of luck ?”
I know boys—they call themselves
young men—who would have stormed
and scolded in a very unpleasant manner
under similar circumstances, but I am
glad to say that Rob Barrett respected
himself and respected his mother too
much to do such a thing.
And knowing that she would feel badly if he told
her what had passed between himself
and Mr. Potter and what his own ideas
were
about the matter, he said nothing, only that he was glad she had got
the money—it would buy her a new winter shawl—and the subject was dropped.
About a fortnight before cold weather
set in, Mr. Potter had a strong dam built
across the outlet of the swamp, which it-

;

I
,

j
!

■A <>u nuisn’t mind my gettin'a leetle
the best end of that 'air leetle trade, Uob,”
Mr. Hotter smilingly remarked, slapping
him familiarly on the shoulder.
“A feller don't have a chance to make a clean
live thousand dollars ev’rv day. an' a bargin's a bargin, whichever way it turns.’’
With a strong effort, Hob held back the
angry reply which rose to his lips, and
walked along in silence, till they reached
tin1 swamp.
“Hello'
How's this?” exclaimed Mr.
Hot’er, turning very red in the face.
“Why, what—"
For instead of the sheet of water which
he had expected would meet his eye, In,
and behold! the swamp itself had gradually risen till it was nearly level with the
land around it!
In vain Mr. Hotter stormed, and I regret to say —swore. There was no lack
of w ater, but unfortunately it was under
the surface of tiie swamp, instead of oversow ing it.
The roots of the mosses and grass could
'ind no holding ground in the suit ooze
beneath, so that the billowing water finding itself deprived of its usual outlet by
the dam, had raised the entire mass with
it.
“I've he'll swindled!" shouted Mr. Hotter, in a tremendous rage, when he saw
that there seemed no possible remedy except to cart away the entire ten acres.
And his anger was in no way appeased
when Uob, shaking with suppressed laughter, remarked pleasantly:
“A bargain's a bargain, whichever way
it turns—eh, Mr. Hotter ?"
Hut now Uob set his wits to work.
“How much will you sell the swamplot back tor dam and all, Mr. Hotter?"
lie asked a few days afterward, when the
swamp itself had frozen over, so that it
would bear an ox-team.
"Sell!" growled Arad : “give me what
! paid your ma, and what the dam cost
me, an’ it's ynur'n again."
The upshot of the matter was, that,
after considerable haggling, Hob bought
back the swamp, dam and all, for twenty
dollars, to the extreme astonishment of
Covert, who exclaimed loudly at his folly.
“Hut then the Harretts never had no
forethought." as Aunt Holly Race kindly
observed at the sewing societv.
Nov,, Squire rmiil -who had cleared
up a very strong field adjoining the Barrett laud -had an immense rock-heap as
large as a small hat n in one corner of his
land.
••Let me lur e the use of your ox team
this winter. Squire l’ond," said Bob. appearing before that gentleman, with a
glowing face, on a sharp November morning. -and I'll haul your rock-heap away."
"Bless me, what is the hoy up to now
ejaculated the squire, looking at him curiously over his spectacles.
But Hoh kept his own counsel.
“You’ll see, sir, in due time.” he said,
and Squire l’ond, with whom Rob was a
great favorite, finally consented.
Rob worked like a trooper that winter.
I du ly and late he hauled rock, and
spread
them in heaps over the ten-acre swamplot. and 1 should he afraid to tell you how
many tons he had deposited there before
the end of the winter.
And then, having
taken down a part of the dam, he waited.
Spring came, and summer, following on
its heels, outstripped it: then it was autumn again, and now. with fear and
trembling, Rob built up his dam in the
latter part of (tetobor, and awaited results.
Well, his experiment proved a complete success. The weight of the rocks
distributed over the surface, kept the entire mass in its place -to Rob and his
mother’s joy. their neighbors' astonish
ment, and Mr. Potter's discomfiture.
In December it began to freeze, so
through .huiuary, and then ltoh had as
nice a little pond of clear ice as there was
in Maine.
lie sold the privilege outright for that
season, receiving the snug little sum of—
well, I hardly dare tell you how much :
but 1 know it was considerably more than
three thousand dollars, and it is going to
he a source of a greater or less income
every year, as the demand for ice is con-

tinually increasing.

Mrs. Barrett is prouder than ever of
Roll, who has given up all idea of going

to sea, and will enter the Mercantile Col-

in Portland this winter.
"But then,” as Aunt Polly Race remarked to Squire Pond, recently, “them
Barretts alias had plenty uv brains, an’
was bound to git ahead in the world.”

lege

Aii English decision in a case involving
wives’ bills and husband’s liability, heretofore noticed, has been approved by the
House of Lords, thus settling for the first
time one of the most important questions
of commercial law raised in recent years.
That high tribunal decides that the marriage contract does not clothe the wife
with any light or authority to pledge
her hushand'seredit, excepting that when
he lias abandoned her or is living apart
from her and refuses to provide for her
he may be held to pay for necessaries
supplied her on credit. But when they
are living together and
proper provision
is made for the wife the ease is different.
The husband is not then liable without
bis express or implied consent. The
question of his liability is to be determined mainly on the ordinary principles
of agency,
lie is liable only “when he
has expressly or impliedly, by prior mandate or subsequent ratification, authorized her to pledge his credit, or has so
conducted himself as to make it. inequitable for him to deny or estop him from
denying her authority.” This authority
may he presumed from circumstances, as
when lie has paid his wife's previous bills
without question, or knows that she is
pledging his credit and tacitly assents to
it.
But when the husband his given his
wife no express authority, anil there is
no circumstance that can be construed
into an implied authority, credit is given
at the risk of the tradesman, and the husband cannot he made to pay the bill.
He was aline looking man, and lie proudly strutted down the sidewalk with the air of proprietorship in every movement. “Beg pardon,” said a
stranger as he stepped up to him. hat in hand, in
utmost humility.
“Do I have your permission to
remain in town over night t"
Kate Ciaxton, the actress, who is known in private life as .Mrs. Charles A. Stevenson, mourns the
loss of tier only child, a bright little boy, aged fifteen months.
How time changes ! In the good Old Testament
was considered a miracle for an ass to
speak,
and now nothing short of a miracle will keep one

days it
quiet.

An Arkansas inan was ottered a plate of macaroni
soup, hut declined it, declaring that they “couldn’t
play off any biled pipe-stems on him."

Coast

Currents.

which there

At Cape Hatteras the coast turns abruptly to
the southwestward, and here begins that series of
great indentations—miscalled bays—which ex
tends to Cape Florida, a distance, measured by the
shore line, of 7‘JO miles. The first bend, between
Hatteras and Cape Lookout, forms Raleigh Ray, a
slight curve in the coast line, in no place deeper
thauseven miles from a line joining the two capes,
and a little over lid miles long iu a 8 W. by W.
direction. Between Cape Lookout and Cape Fear
is formed Onslow Bay, a curve IS miles deep from
a line
joining its two extremities, and S,j miles
long between the two capes, the direction being
S \Y. by W.
W.
From Cape Fear to Cape Ro
main on the South Carolina coast is S W. by W
and the distance sil miles, and between the two is
formed Long Bay. twenty miles deep, measuring
from a line joining the two capes
The soundings
in all of these hays are very similar, raugiug from
live to twelve fathoms, with quite bold shores and
a few obstructions.
The ten fathom curve, as a
rule, is a tolerably sate guide iu any of them, al
though it is ju>t as wel; to kr ep out of the bights
in case of the wind coming to the southeastward.

bar at Santa Cruz island, Azores,and forwardeJ to
the Coast Survey ottiee at Washington. This bottle was put overboard about four miles S. E ot
Sandy Hook, October 30th. 1854. A second bottle
of yie same series was picked up on November
“•20th. 1S5G. on the North Caicos, one of the great
Bahama group, it was likewise forwarded to
Washington (Coast Survey Reports. 1855-0.
Third—Professor Henry Mitchell in his report to
the Superintendent of the (.’oast Survey. Septemher 30th. 185th says—“We had designed to occupy
a station which should, if
possible, lie quite
beyond the reach of the New York Harbor
drift and enable us to determine whether any
oceanic current sweeps into the great bay formed
by the coast of Long island and New Jersey. For
this purpose we anchored in thirty fathoms, nearly bo miles H. S. F of Sandy Hook, where during
a period of fifteen hours we measured tlm currents
at the surface and at the depths of
and 150 feet.
besides a few determinations of the mean motion
for the entire depth
At this station, nearly forty
miles fr >m the nearest land, we found regular tidal
currents nearly as strong as those observed at the
lightship the previous season No oceanic current could be detec t'd: blit the augmentation of
the ebb current (winch sets F by S ). caused by
the drainage of the ‘laud waters' was very appreciable
It is now in order for some advocate of “the
westerly and southerly current" to produce some
evidence on that side of the question ; for tlu
writer feels much as St Paul did when he wrote
iu his epistle to the Hebrews, “What shall 1 sa\
more
(New York Herald.

Travels.

Charleston, S. C.
naturally hungry, ami my

are

two.

The lower and

price.pal

one,

the Custom House, with one en
trance on East Bay street, and extends across the

is situated

near

It is about twenty live

city about four blocks.

through the centre, and
stalls on either side. The building is one story
high, and is the property of the city, and the stalls
are rented, as is the case in Quincy market. Boston.
Of course 1 found neat, tidy marketmen,
feet wide, with

NUMBER 3.

sensible, could such a feat have Leen accomplished
had there been an inshore current, or, In fact, any
current
For, observe, he steered his usual
courses.
lie made no allowance except for tide—
the effect of which was very small. As this statement can be verified by half a dozen officers within twenty-four hours should it be questioned, it
seems to go so far toward proving the non existence
ot an inshore current, at least iu the great bight ot
which we have been speaking, that the writer
need say no more upon that subject.

HINTS FOR COASTERS SOUTH OF CAFE HATTERAS.

His

stops instinctively turned toward the markets, of
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a

walk

dressed in white aprons, caps and frocks, and the
market tilled with every conceivable vegetable,
I and the blocks loaded with choice, fat, juicy

j

j

j

!
|

meats.

Of course 1 did not timl any sucli

things.

The neat, clean, white market men, were all negro
"mammies," and there was not a good square meal
in the whole market.

There

try and mutton, hut the beef

were some
was

fair

poul-

all from that old

CLEARING II ATT ERAS.
i stock raiser. Pharaoh's herd ot lean kino, and the
!
But it may not be amiss before leaving this por
leanest kind too. Why the beef is so small, that
tion ot the Atlantic coast to call attention to some
when a new clerk goes into the market, they put
safe courses between liatteras and the Southern
I tags on the quarters so he can tell beet from veal,
inlets, with a view to inducing experiment and
The cattle stand out
I am not exaggerating this
consequent arrival at the best. In a former paper
it was mentioned that two methods of procedure
j doors winters nud live on wind, and the
only hearty
were in vogue among prudent mariners in
passing
: meals
liatteras One was (and this good tor all weathers)
they get is when the breezes are from the
i
to keep a course S by E. i E from a
north
But the pork was there in Bti different
position 1 f>
|
miles E
A from Cape Charles until a run of
varieties, but resembled a poor relation, in com
from 118 to 1*20 miles had been made : when Cape
Of vegetables.
liatteras would hear W a little over BO miles iff.
pansou with our Northern article
and the course for clearing Lookout Shoals might
1 saw Irish potatoes, turnips, cabbage and squash.
be safely laid. The other was. from tlie same
1 can go down street any day in Bedast, and buy a
point of departure to steer the same course (8. by
I m: O KOKH! AN CURVE.
better dinner and get a greater variety, (provided
E * E ). tor ;s miles until abreast of Bodie s
Island Lighthouse, and then S by W to make
To the southward ot Cape Romaiu. however, the
of course that l can get trusted*) than l saw in
the wnistling buoy off Cape liatteras
coast makes that great bend to the westward and
Either plan
Charleston market
There was one peculiarity in
is good, the latter only requiring greater care iu
southward that rivals in extent the (iulf ot Maiue.
i the market women. Kvery one ot' them weighed
and might be (it the name were not long ago prewatching the helm and using the lead Sow, hav
three hundred pounds. They all wore a
empted on the northwest coast) appropriately ing taken the former course, and finding one's self
j exactly
off soundings, with Cape liatteras bearing W. BO
called the (.iulf ut (ieorgia. This great curve ex
turban on their heads, and generally a hat was
miles distant. 8 W. by W. will be a safe course to
tends from (.’ape lUrnam to Cape Canaveral, a dis'•
rn over that, though uot always; and they were
make and will bring the vessel up with the whisttance measured in a straight line ot *JN0 nautical
hiiles. and is 7 s miles deep from a line joining the ling buoy off' Lookout 8hoals
You will soou get
not over particular about the latest style of hat
The
Coming ife'oiir Years.
two capes to the shore at tit. Andrew's Sound.
soundings on this course, aud should not pass
either*- Here let me say. that in the annals of
Depths inside this line regularly and slowly de- Lookout iu less than ten fathoms When abreast
“The year lStfl’ said a rising Republican states
of
the
the
negro minstrelsy, there was never a costume put
crease from lit) and 70 fathoms to the bars oil the
buoy
light on Capo Lookout should bear man to the
<>r
special Washington correspond*'1* t
A 4 W distant 10 miles, aud the same course
several inlets, and so regular is this decrease in
on the stage that was exaggerated. I saw this picthe New York Herald, is going to be a marked I
depth that experienced coasters can tell their dis- continued ought to bring yon within easy st gilt of year in our annals, and I'll undertake to tell
A negro dressed in an old t*. 5$.
ture my Self
you
tam
from the shore within a mile or two simply the light vessel off Fryiugpan Shoals
This, to be
why and how. In the first place, on the 4th of army overcoat, one sleeve entirely gone, a silk hat
by the soundings. As a rule six miles otf there is peifectly safe, you should pass at a distance of 1* next
March we shall have a President undoubtedly
with whole crown gone, a pair of pants—I call them
always six fathoms, twelve miles off eight to nine miles: and. when it is past the beam. 8 W. by \\
elected by the people and whom all the section’s
W
will b ing you off’ Charleston Bar. or 8 W.
fathoms, and twenty-tive miles otf from ten to
<f compliment—each leg of different cloth,
will
without grudge a> t le ruler of our fifty
pantsout
accept
W
W.
ia
within
eleven fathoms, until you approach the vicinity ot
of
Martin's
Industrial
by
sight
millions. Mr Hayes has not dot.** so badly but
and the
othslit up to the knee, till it looked like
St Augustine, where the line ot ter. fathoms runs
Light vessel or Tybee entrance. if the whistling he has been, alter
all. a President with his bauds
with many a curious curve and twist quite close
W. will lead to
the feet upholstered with a square
buoy off' liatteras is made. 8. W
hinge
trimming,
tied. He would have made a much greater ad
the similar buoy off’ L okout, beyond which the
to the shore
Southward trom St. Augustine the
of cotton bagging, brought up over the foot
ministration for the country it 1 e had not had so
piece
courses
are
the
coast is bold, affording a splendid opportunity for
same as those given above
These
and such constant reminders to his con
and tied round the ankle with a piece of rope,
“skinning the beach" were it not for the dangerous courses must be made good. If the sea has a wes- many
science and to his fears of standi} from men who
E. S E. winds, which would be very apt to “skin
these home made shoes covered with mud till they
terly send or the wind is on shore the necessary hated his
and
who
had
the
it
means,
policy
they
the owners or the underwriters
Below Mosquito allowance for leeway must be made : but under mi
were as big as mail nags, and add to this a gait
chose to use them, of showing up the frauds bv
Inlet, however, it is necessary to keep “away favorable circumstances—that is. with the wind which he was
put in ollice. Hartield will have fully in keeping with the raiment, and you have a
from there,” as the dangerous shoals otf Cape Canany where from X. to X E. and not blowing a gale
there is in the writer’s mind little doubt that nothing of this kind to fear. and. what is more im
averal are n..t much known, an 1 extend out in dethat drew a smile, even from such a living
portaut. the people at large will have no distrust picture
tached masses to a distance of early twelve miles.
the}* will be sailed as steered. A sluggish ship or or
funeral as 1 am And while 1 am at it. let me give
uneasiness.
He
will
be
President
of
a country
Then comes a straight, bold beach extending S. by a half crippled one will uot, of course, do what is
which is now enormously rich n accumulated you a team t<> go with this
Au old dilapidated
E
E.
miles to Jupiter Inlet, and then another expected from a fair, easy going craft or a smart
wealth, and which needs only conhdonee, general
New York butchers cart, all tied up with rope.
equally straight, equally bold, stretching from Ju- clipper, but as "every heart knoweth its own bit
to induce it
public confidence in future
piter Inlet to Cape Florida. 7s miles below. Here terness," so every ship captain knows the qualities to branch out at once into stability,
A McClellan ruling
A mule between the thills.
many and various enof his own ship ; so uo more need he said. The
the Atlantic coast of the United States may be
of
\
the
A corn husk collar.
for
which the saddle, minus girths
terprises
greatest importance
writer remembers coming up the Virginia aud
said to terminate ; for here begin the famous and
time is ripe.
Xortti Carolina coast iu the old steamer Louisiana
treaded Florida Reefs, extending to the Tortugas,
rope over the saddle to hold the thills up.
VAST MATH RIAL K NT Kit 1* RISKS.
in ls»;-l. when, with a moderate breeze from E. X
fatal to thousands of ships since the tirst bold marand another under the mule to hold them down.
E. nhe ship goiug four knots) she would have gone
iner sailed along their low. green shores, ami now
"There has not been for a quarter of a century
Traces of rope, bridle of rope, and reins of
ashore if the wind had not shifted, because she
shunned and avoided by all except those aceus
at least a time when there were such vast mater.at
turned to their shoals and dangers, or by some could uot make sufficient headway to overcome
enterprises ripe and ready to be begun. In the rope, and the balance ot the harness omitted.
foolhardy sailor w ho thinks to make a short cut ot the heave of the sea and the drift of the wind cur ! first place, it you have watched the course of our 1 saw any number of teams, composed of a mule
rent.
And this brings us to a consideration of railroad system you must know that for the most
it to avoid the “Stream
and a steer, or heifer: or a cow in a pair ot
the case of that other naval vessel which did go
part it has run on cast and west lines. The war
SO 1''I'll OF HATTER AS.
ashore on that same beach, and probably owing to gave an impetus to east ..ml west connections, bi t
shafts: or a yoke of cows: these sights were uot
This is the coast south of liatteras: and in all
the tact, uot that she could not. but that she did
put a stop to north and south lines, of which in at all uncommon, and there was no Cruelty to
this great length there are few. very few harbors
not make sufficient headway to overcome her Ice
all our States there are too few for the demands* r
Driver's Association there, to protect a darkey
accessible to a vessel drawing sixteen feet, obward set
The case of the Huron is referred to.
commerce.
But it is not only more north and
serve. too. that in Raleigh Bay (between liatteras
In the city there were
from driving such a team.
south
lines
within
our countTr that will be built
iii.
LciSS
\jv
i'iiriii.'iiOl'i.
and Lookout) there are only two navigable inlets
Our railroad system is now in bands which not on
1 saw one that 1 noted
some very line turnouts.
liatteras and Ocraeoke
°n the J4th of November, three years
During the war as
ago. the
ly mean to but are able to. extend it into Mexico, particularly. A hind wheel dropped into a deep
much as eight feet was taken over "liatteras community was horror stricken by the report
and the Mexican government and people are just
Swash : but over Ocraeoke the writer never heard
Hashed over the wires that told of the stranding now
hole m the pavement, and the lady turned out.
for the first time prepared to welcome the
of more than six. and it is very doubt ful if any such
ami wreck of the I'nited States ship Huron and
butter side down, if 1 may be allowed to use an
In the
opening ot their great and rich
depths could tie carried now. Into Onslow Bay the loss of 10o of her officers and crew out of a next tour years not hundreds. burcountry.
1 believe several
open verv many inlets b adiug to the shallow wacomplement of 100 ! This marine disaster, uupar thousand miles of railroad will be built in Mexico original expression. By this disaster. 1 killed two
ters behind the coast riui of sand : but of those.
alleled in our navy since the murder ot the crew ot
at one stone, as I saw the turnout, and also
by Americans and with American material, and birds
Old Topsail Inlet, which forms the harbor of Beau
the Oneida oil Yokohama, occurred at Kitty Hawk
mile of railroad means not merely material
noticed that the same style of stockings and ham
beach on the coast of North Carolina, sixty four every
fort, is the only one navigable lbr anything but
furnished by our workshops, but an increased doHat boats, and its value (having only a depth of miles to the southward of Cape Henry
burg, which find so ready a sale North, also are
The poor
num 1 tor our manufactures and
products <>f all
thirteen feet at low water) is only c auparative.
shin had just, commenced her voyage : hut little
amongst the “iiugarie" of the fair feminines South.
kinds
Mexico is thinly populated, but its pro
New Inlet, so famous during the war, and the over twelve hours had elapsed since she steamed
duetions and trade arc capable of an enormous in
Such little incidents as these cheer the poor friendkeeping of whose door cost the government mil- gayly out cf Hampton Roads with colors flyintr. :j crease the moment railroads
can penetrate the
less stranger when far away from home, and bring
lions and us d‘the N orth Atlantic squadron many
and many young hearts ou board beating high with
heart ot ’.lie country.
slcoplt ss nights, has been entirely closed by a so anticipations ot a glorious cruise in the tropics ;
to mini familiar—familiar —of course they do.
IN IKIUMK \ \ 1 *'
\NAI.S
ries of dykes and jetties with the hope of improving
but. alas 1 those young hearts were stilled, those
The chief retail business street in the city is King
the natural mouth of the Cape Fear River. Dll'this
“Then there arc the Panama and Nicaragua
bright hopes extinguished in a moment, in the
street. It has some tine stores on it. and I noticed
well named cape extend the Frying Pan Slmals dead hour of the night on a most desolate, forbid ! canals. It is my belief that both will be built, and
lifted) miles in a S S K. direction ; and woe unto ding, poverty-stricken shore, and amid the roar of that, besides them, we may sec :i the < .urseof tin* ou the
sigus many Herman names. There are no
|
the unlucky mariner whom "the current," his
the wind and the angry lash of the sea as it swept
| next three \ ears work begun ot. a caua! or railroad class of foreigners who can look across the reser
souls into eternity. That such a disaster should I on tin- Hull of Tehuantepec*, which, if you will
"compasses or bad management sends into their
voir and see just when there are a lot of American
cruel embrace
Then m Long Bay. between Cape
have occurred on our own coast, and so near to | look at the map. is the true and strong point for an
Fear and Cape Romaic, there are absolutely no our own doors, was indeed terrible; that it should exclusively American canal
In building the rail
dollars that can be had. so clearly as the Herman,
inlets save boat passages, it we except Little Rivei
have happened so soon after leaving port added to roads and canals ot which l speak probably not
and good citizens they are too. King street is very
Inlet (which we would advise strangers to keep
the horror.
But that one of our own ships should less than SjuU.Miiij.imHi or sdoo.Oim.ilin).‘and perhaps
bt the victim—nay. more, one of our naval ships much more, will be spent during the four years of narrow 1 paced it off, and in some places 'tis not
away from) and Wiiivah Bay. which carries the
harbor of Georgetown. Now. on this latter bar ollicered by educated and skilled olfn*ei> and Hartield's administration
Par;
the capital will
over St feet between tin* walks, and scarcely more
seven feet at low water is found, and that
depth manned by a disciplined crew—this was a blow corn** from Rurope. part will in* our owi out allot' than dn at any place, and the walks are quite narthat almost took one's breath away and eb-vao d
it. substantially, will be spent m ihe r mo d Mates
may be taken up as tar as Georgetown: but when
this is said all is sai 1.
the dirty. Hat coast of North Carolina into the to buy tools, material, provisions and supplies of row too. One sees all the fair sex ou this street
various
kinds, and this vast sum will thus be a
character
of
some
cruel
sea
run
inshore i.trkkn'1.
ogre trencherousiv
shopping, ami he also ><*es even* variety of black.
lying in wait for brave men's lives People sai f: clear additiou to our u»ual and present trade, and 1 always thought that black was black, but 1 find
Now. here are three great curves in the coast.
will i believe, stmiuia'c American industry m a
What! Here is a man-of-war manned by PJ‘> st.d
n«>t one d which has an inlet into the main shore ;
that there are imJ shades of it. and I saw all but
wart seamen, navigated by sixteen highly eduea:
wonderful degree. We are to have an era of im
capable of carrying a vessel of over fifteen feet ed
me use and eosth
trained by our government
some of them
four
1 saw a red headed negro, and as regards
gentlemen
enterprise
specially
perand
one
able
to
accommodate a craft of to
draught
only
be seamen and scientific navigators, command
haps speculative, but all <>t them spending great beauty, he ranks next to the rhinoceros
that displacement—a shore with Hat beach, bold
ed by as tine a sailor as ever trod a deck, and \et Mims 'm short periods, and pending t hem here
tas a rule, with no
outlying shoals except at she goes ashore on our own familiar coast twelve America lias never y-t. known the sHiunlus to ad
Nearly all the truck teams are two wheel drays.
the capes ; and yet we are asked to believe that
venture and enterprise >t secure peace, general
hours after leaving her safe anchorage!
tin1 shafts extending back through the body and
What
there is a regular and strong indraught to the I
kind of a dreadful coast must this be
confidence and a three and a half -r bur per cent
And. of
westward and northwestward due to the coast cur ;
nearly touching the ground, so they can be used as
rate for money.
course. King Current again omes to the fore
rent, especially have l heard this assertion about
skids m loading. The preceding power is chiefly
|
THE r. AS I LESS HI A KG E.
\MKRb AN
Onslow Bay, which is tin* least likely of the three |
REl'iT
the mule. The mule > a singular looking bird,
to have anything of the sort about it : but because
Reasons i• »r the disaster were eageriv .nought,
Aint*i i'Mu cM-dil is so high in Kap>.,.- that tor
strangers will lu* careless in approaehingour coast, and. sad to say. amid the excitement of the time, real enterprises w<- cun borrow >l.e' o.iii'fi.OOi) but can bo easily distinguished by his ears, which
and so liud themselves some tine morning embay
when telegrams were pouring in from all quarters,
abroad if profitable rates
The whole tendency of resemble a folded umbrella stood up, handle down,
ed with an easterly wind; because careless
ship- and oflicials were besieged by anxious or despair- money .s in is direction, because Kuropean cap ni a barrel
o.al, but they propel tre mendously.
masters neglect their lead, their helm and
nearly ing relatives; when orphans and parents wept mu italics see ; hat on this continent alone are peace
All the teams 1 saw were' very busy hauling cotton,
everything else connected with safe navigation : moaned, and the white faced widow sat despairing and property secure tor
in del; nite fu‘ ure period
because foreigners, without charts, overrun their
and stony eyed, mean spirits were found to circuKurope |ft ops mi a v d-ano Her* aioiie all the an 1 1 enquired what the negroes and mules did
reckoning, and, with easterly gales, plump on the late rumors to the disparagement of the dead : to forces are on the -id*.- of law and order. 1 tintici
after the cotton crop was all it:, and was told that
beach, we are expected to'swear fealty to King assert that the officers were intoxicated ; to
charge pate, therefore.•luring Mr Harfieldbs admi: istration.
Current' But we won't—at least not yet.
Why Ryan and Palmer with a base attempt touc.-vrt the a p< riod of gr**at ex; a ns.* -.-f industry. .d ast and the mules lived on faith, and the negroes stood on
it is biit the other day that the writer read, in a
the cor. rs an I ate watermelon rinds. That you
ship In short, the air was full of the not wild protitable material enterprises and tin se will
report made by ail assistant in the Coast Survey to
fostered by a Republican Horgress, wbieh. while
aij insane rumors, many of them too wild for puli
see. is not. as sabstauti d a diet as w<* :ell ot North’
his chief, that a shipmaster bad gravely stated’ t<* lieation, but
as
all
arc
nevertheless,
ill
news
building
canals
and
railr.-a
a
.i
spread,
is.
capitalists
him the fact (!) that lie left Sandy Hook on an F
generally is, broadcast over the land, to still further grant subsidy's to ocean .<!*■ imer lines, rehuilii tor there we have faith and clams, and there is
S. F course, and. thinking himself sale (as in all
harrow the bleeding wounds of the desolate and
levees, improve harb* rs. end will thus help enable
! saw any quan
lean- of muirt.-:.men*, in clams.
conscience he ought to have been) turned in. and
bereaved.
Fortunately such tales were shortlivi d our peopfe. who hav- once move awakened I tin* t :y of sour oranges still on the trees, but they
found himself before morning on the Long Island
The characters of the commauder and his officers
profitableness .f commerce. t< grasp ti. trade ot
beach ! How did he get there, steering F. .S F
looked s cold 1 wanted to offer them my ulster to
were too well known
to allow such slander*
South America, where lies our India
We are gfrom Sandy Hook ! lie said it was "tin* current
weight, and their bodies had scarcely been buried mg t> have great times* in the next t uir yearDown here, when the boys want to steal
put on
The current! "I'm gunned." said Mr. Pegotty.
with the honors due them as brave'sailors when
You'll see it
period of wonderful pro.sperity hu appb s, the} are obligod to compromise on oranges,
"and 1 can’t say no more nor that."
public opinion acquitted them of either cowardice our people.’
—and another tmug. when vou run a hemlock
or intoxication,
hi tact, from the time the doom
I
A
SET.
ed vessel struck until the last poor head had disap
Two Tall Deer Stories.
splinter under y-mr ua.l, it is always a hard pine
No intelligent shipmaster will assort that there
peared beneath the cruel sea. the conduct of the
one. for the spruce and hemlock boards are all
is a constant indraught on this coast, nor that a
Huron's officers and crew seems to have been beOut' of the oM citizens of Hold Run
drift ever exists in sufficient strength to render
There are quantities
m ide oat of something else
all praise for coolness, discipline and manly
yond
was riding along the other day when his
navigation dangerous to a careful navigator. Wind courage :
of drinking places, and m> laws against drinking
endeavoring intelligently to escape then*
currents there are. of course, as everywhere : lee |
little
started
a
imek
deer.
dog
but
big
fate,
up
bravely and unflinchingly meeting it. .V.
I
1 biu.-h to confess that l only
set there is- and sometimes of very considerable
The little dog harked and the deer stood that ln-ard of. and
men, since history first recorded brave deeds, enstrength (especially if the ship be a dull sailer;I know that
saw one drunken man in the city
dured more calmly ordied more gallantly than thev
and looked at him.
While the two wenbut au inshore current there is not. Even if what
1IOW IT HAITKNKI)
in this attitude the old citizen stepped up the streets should have been full of them, and
Dr. Carpenter and Mr. Findlay assert in reference
to the Arctic current he true, which the writer
This, however, is a digression—the object of the
behind the buck, caught him by the hind that a drunken brute should have been on every
does not at all admit, still, that would hut prove
present mention in this paper of the Huron's dis
leg and actually succeeded in stabbing corner killing his wife, while his little daughter*
the existence of a sluggish eddy ah ngshore (not
aster being to endeavor to elaborate an idea that
him to death with a pocket-knife before with uuwiped nose, had him oy the coat tail, sing
;
not
inshore) consequently
dangerous but wel- occurred to the writer (on reading Mr Warbur
come and to he taken advantage of.
The buck weighed ing. Father, dear father, come home with me
It current
ton’s article in the United Service Magazine) as to he could get away.
there is one has only to look on the chart and view
the cause of tile wreck, and to suggest courses of
I-”> pounds.
now." 1 wish 1 could say that I saw these things
(Cal.) Herald.
[Placer
the proximity of the Half Stream to our Southern
procedure in like cases which would avoid disaster
Jim McNeil and his four Chin,mien had but “1 e.u:not, 1 cannot tell a lie." And w hile l
coast to be satisfied that it must run
along shore. and thus save lives and property. And in this in- a liveh race with a deer
Eddies do not in these days run at right angles to vestigation it is
yesterday up aui telling the truth let me say that my last picture
necessary to start with the pre
the main stream.
One of the moonrnise that the ship was driven on shore bv some and down the track.
of home, was a drunken row on the wharf, with
influence of which both her commander and navi
INLETS SOL I'll OK OAI-K IC'MAIN.
eyes stationed himself waiting lor it to the a.r full of j igs. hair,
eyes and noses. There is
otlicer were ignorant: otherwise they come
gating
But the great gulf to the southward of C'ape Ko
along. As it did so, lie threw him- certainly somethin:, wrong about this temperance
would, of course, have provided against it, and
self full length with open arms upon the
main—that, indeed, is rich in navigable iulets. there would have been no wreck
Here is :i short
Beginning at its northern end, we have Bull's Bay. log of her brief and fateful voyage. She took her deer, but tins animal was a little too biisi.ioss. and when 1 get time 1 am going to look
Edisto
ini• it and have it fixed.
Charleston,
(famous t former days as the
on Friday. November 'Si, 1ST?, at a lit
i quick for him, slipping through his arms.
home of the great caciques), St Helena. Fort I departure
The general appearance ot the city is unpleasant
tie after one o’clock ill the afternoon, Cape Henry
Royal, Tybec. Warsaw. Orsabaw. St. Catherine's, I lighthouse bearing \V. distant a little over live ! John's head struck a stump, which caused The houses are not
kept up in that neat, tidy man
the
claret
to
tiow
lie
Sapelo. Duhov, Altamaha, St Simon's, St. An- miles,
himfreely.
and her course lay 8. by E.
picked
E : wind j
tier ika: \u* oc at home,
charleston is a very old
drew's, St. Alary's and St. John's—no less than moderate from K.
by 8. to K. 8 H with cloudy self up, saying: “Ryml—n, what for me I
seventeen navigable iulets in a distance of less
a
account than I can give will be
weather and thin mist: evidently a gale brewing ! no sabbe catchcm ?”
al.) I city, and better
((
[Redding
than "-‘OH miles! Of these, to*». no less titan eight
from S. E
At six 1*. M.. nearly five hours after j
found in the book of Hene.-i-. where is a descrip
are navigable by vessels of good size—Charleston,
Independent.
ward, she was oil’Currituck : wind S E.
E to S :
tion f*f some of the oldest buildings.
having a channel of twelve feet at low water with E. by E blowing a gale. The
During the
was put under !
ship
a tise of five feet; Tybec, a bar of seventeen feet,
flood the houses stood so long under water that the
Millions of Crows.
fore storm staysail, single reefed foretrysail and
with a rise of seven feet, and Fort Royal twi-n y
double reefed maintrysail. Soundings were taken
paint peeled off from a good many, and they never
one feet, witii a rise of six and
A gentleman who resides near the elegant prem
three-quarters. at intervals of about three-quarters of an hour—
have been repainted. Nearly ail of the better class
The last named port effectually proved its capaci
ises of Air. Inksheep, about six miles north of our
in all live times after leaving Cape Henry—the
what is probably the most stupendous
ty during the late war by accommodating within ship
of residences have wide verandns running across
being stopped each time for from three to city, reports
its hospitable arms probably the iargost licet in
thing in the way of a crow roost that has ever the side of the house, facing the South, with as
live minutes, and the last sounding, taken just besize and numbers ever gathered together on our
been seen since Noah's crow went to roost iu the
fore she struck, being reported at from ten to
Atlantic shore. A et these great harbors have no
many tloors as there is.stones to the house, each floor
olive tree. The roost is in the magnificent wood
twelve fathoms. At a quarter past one A. M..
influence
on
current
How
other than
land of Mr. Inksheep, and our informant estimates
any
apparent
supported by large pillars, and doors opening from
November '.’I, sho struck! Daylight brought a
From
the number of birds at 1 No.i>D(),0*mi
He says the
by their natural streams o, Hood and ebb
the house into it
Here the bold Southron and
plain view of the situation : but to lnb of the poor
ISuli to ISAS tlie writer sailed up and down the
oak
trees
have
been
and
smaller
uprooted
fellows that day dawned not in this world.
By largest
Southroness .sit and rock, or lie in their hammocks,
coast in small and by no means swift schoouers
ones crashed into kindling wood by their weight ;
uoon all that was left of the
ship, which that the noise male by them is so great that the and slander their neighbors i“ the same pleasant
belonging to the Coast Survey : from IStil to isii;; twenty-four hours before had gallant
been a model of
he served on (lie same coast,‘in the South Atlantic
people for three miles around have to stuff cotton manner that we do at,, home
nautical excellence, instinct with life and beautv,
When a tellow is
in their ears and are
squadron, as aid to an officer who never had (unci was a
enabled to communi
portion id' the bow and bowsprit, with the cate with each other only
a girl, and calls to see her, and she takes
courting
possibly never will have) his equal in knowledge
through speaking trumpets
corpses of four sailors lashed to it—ghastly, awful
ol this section ; and il seems, therefore, that he is
him out or one of these upper verandas, and lie
after the crows begin to assemble. Tattle weigh
witnesses, crying out (though mutely, not'the less
entitled (the present writer is meant) to speak
I.bud
have
been killed by the birds,
ing
pounds
hears the old n an coming lie lights over the rail
strongly) against the niggardly, miserly police and their hones
with some positiveness in regard to its
picked dean, and the skeletons of
hydro Ihat had caused their death. For, as Mr Warbur
shins down the pillars, and skips through the
graphic peculiarities.
hogs and sheep which weighed 1 o(l to •Jim pounds and
ton most truly says, had the life saving stations,
are
from
the trees where the crows have
dangling
magnolias and palmettoes, and keeps clear of the
liUN IN' A I'OG.
with tlieii appaiutus, been in operation, uearlyall,
if not all hands, might have been saved. So ends carried them, and the whole country is strewn
It may be stated, and the statement will be borne
dog if possible, with the same regard for the safe
with bones, as m the prophet's vision’of ••the val
out by the testimony of the
captain referred to and the voyage of the Huron.
iy of his pants that the Maine boy has.
of Jehusaphat.' Shooting at them is exceed
ley
that ot the otlicers of the vessel he commanded,
Ur
SAN DY HOOK.
ingly dangerous. A gentleman in the employ of
A bulkhead of masonry is built along the shore
that in all of their cruisings. night and day. along
Mr Inksheep tired two shots into one of the trees
Now, a last word before closing this paper, ai
that coast—especially between Tybeo and Charleson one side of tho city, forming one side of the
too
It
is
on
and
the
of
the
sutlbcation
coast
from
long.
narrowly escaped
subject
falling
ton—uo current other than ordinary tidal flow or 1 ready
current oil Sandy Hook.
birds
Since writing the last
[L xington (S. C ) Press.
Battery, a name quite familiar to Northern ears
that caused by prevailing winds was ever met with :
an examination of some official documents
paper
1 tie residences are all built on one side of this
or allowed for; and the
ship never failed to make
brought to light some rather curious testimony on
her port.
It was a peculiarity of this commander
A Remarkable Landslide.
street and face the water, giving a beautiful view
that subject, some of which it may be useful to
if
to
leave port and return to it
always,
possible,
transcribe here.
of the bay from the verandas and windows. Here
A private letter from Spencer's Bridge. B C.
dining the night: and the night was never so dark
WHAT Till'. BOTTLES TOLD
or lho coast current so violent as to
the aristocracy live, the chaps with gold tail featli
from
whence
the
Western
division
of
the
his
Canada
;
prevent
Pacific Railroad is being pushed, says: “There ers and
hitting the sea buoy and coming quietly to his
First -Lieutenant Commanding (now Hear Ad
big bank accounts. I learn that during the
anchorage. Indeed, so well known was this that miral) Altny. while surveyingon the coast between was a remarkable landslide into the Thompson
war cannons were
the little steamer was known as “Aladdin's
planted along this avenue,
river
At
a
recently.
point about eighteen miles
palace.” Cape Henry and Front's Island, reports as follows:
because she was always disappearing at night and
"Upon the sketch sent will he observed the tracks above here a section of a mountain a quarter of a and occasionally a Yankee shell would drop into
reappearing in the morning, apparently without ! of three bottles thrown overboard and afterwards mile long, slipped into the liver When we got up one of these residences ami make a brief call.
human agenej’. One remarkable circumstance
picked up during the season. Their courses were next morning the riv»*ropposite us was so dry that Along the lower end of this street is a neat little
may pertinently be cited here :—The ship was or- : nearly due X the reverse of the courses of those we could walk across its bed dry shod. It remain
dried from l*<»rt Royal to North Edisto
ed so for two days and two nights, and in the mean
It was | thrown overboard during the two previous seasons
park, called Battery Park. There is in it a hand
daylight (much to the wort: y chief's disgust), so The prevailing winds this season have been from time the water backed up above the side, forming some soldiers’ monument of granite, erected to the
he was obliged to get under way under unfavoraa lake several miles long and ISO feet in
the southward, and there has been hut little
depth, in memory « f those who died
ble circumstances. However, the next best thing
defending Port Moul
the channel, floating off houses ami stock.
We
wind. Not oven onco has there been
northerly
to darkness happened as soon as she was clear of
were all warned to move s vay from
what might lie called 'a regular northeaster,'which
Spencer's tre. and also another, surmounted by a bronze bust
the bar—a thick fog, so thick you could cut it
we frequently experienced
during the two previous Bridge, and so took everything movable from the of Uilmore Simms, the poet, to whose memory it
Then he was happy. He sailed that ship up tf!o seasons
house up the mountain side and waited for he
This would seem to show that the cur
w s erected. You will recollect that it was he who
coast for a given time, then ran her in shore until
break. The river made a channel, however, aron d
rent on the coast of Virginia is influenced almost
wrote those beautiful lines entitled, entitled—that
ho struck a sounding of four fathoms, kept her
the
which
wore
slide,
hv
the
The
i
winds
gradually
away.
entirely
(Coast Survey Report,
dians reaped the only benefit from the occurrence
along shore in that depth for a number of hours, 18511, p 14)
is. the subject was—w a s—yes I think that was it.
and then sent an officer forward to the forecastle
The salmon in the river below the slide all ran into
Second—In the latter part of the month of Oeto
A !<>t of lire oak trees shade the park
This treo
to look lor Enisto buoy, “which,” he said,
“ought her, 1851, Lieutenant Commanding M. Woodhull small pools, where the Indians had no trouble in
is very beautiful, its daik green leaf, long and narto be right ahead.”
So it was.
It was seen in a
Now they are all rich
made an interesting experiment on currents in the catching them by the ton
few minutes. The ship steered into the harbor
row. remains on the tree all winter, and from the
bay between Nantucket and Capo May. It had and lazy in consequence.'’
through the narrow and dangerous entrance, came been alleged that a current set inward in this bay
limbs hang a long silken moss, as hangs the hairs
to anchor when the
skipper judged himself close toward Shine part of Long Island. To test this, in
IIahuismjro. Pa.. .Ian. I. In the Senate a sento the ship of the senior officer, and that
worthy crossing from Nantucket to New Afiirk, current sation was caused by \) B Coze, Democratic sen- of the fair one, from the shoulder of her adored,
gentleman (now a rear admiral) know of her arri- bottles were thrown overboard from the schooner ator from Luzerne, declining to take the “ironclad’’ after he lias had an evening seance with her
val only by the beat of her paddles and the rattle
Gallatin, each containing the usual notice to the oath. He said he used money in securing his.own
The two finest residences m the city are those
of her chain through the hawsepipes
It is a fact
finder
Although careful search was afterwards election, and could not conscientiously allow him- of (loo \Y
that from the time she left Treuchard’s Inlet until
made along the coast by men employed for the self to be sworn in.
Williams, Esq.. President of the Carotwo hours after she had anchored
lina Savings Bank, and “Paddy”O’Donnel, an Irishsafely in North purpose, none of these bottles wero picked up on
Edisto River her people saw nothing but fog. save
our shores, and it was
Affairs in Ireland arc growing worse. Thousthought that the current
man, as his name indicates. The former on Meetiug
the buoys at the entrance and in the channel
must have been setting outward and not
inward, ands of laborers are without employment, and street, is
(which she passed close to); hut then it cleared and that they had been carried into one of tho starvation stares them in the face. A land
very large, and built of native brick. Now
league
these brick do not resemble a Philadelphia pressed
up, and lo ! there was “Aladdin’s palace” again ! branches of the Gulf Stream
In June. 1855, how
meeting directed against an individual, was pro
How, in the name of all that is reasonable and ever, one of them was picked up tloatiug on the hibited
by government, Saturday, and was not held. brick any more than a red flannel nightgown re—

j

|

j

^———1

The

sembles Mrs. Mary Walker’s pantaloons. They,
(the brick I mean.) are a third larger than ours,
and look as it they were made of coarse chopped
meat hash, when there

petre in the beef.

was

a

GOVERNOR

The inside of the house was

border of black

door, giving
dressed
about

man

paint

s

elaborate

au

place

owner

w

a

erty which

ide

it is

around each window and

king St
It

affair.

they expected

a

should exhaust its authority in an en
large masses of prop-

a'!

cases

escape the assessor. To this end
that it should be made imperative in

now

proposed

tones

for the tax payers to give iu their inven
This, it is thought, would bring

under oath

the aggregate mass of taxable property within the
reach of the assessors. The power of the Legislature to tax the railroads is upheld, and a tax on

place "Paddy"
was not quite as

the looks of the
oil

ideas.

Legislature

much the appearance of a well
with his eyes blacked, and detracted

house,

or

deavor to reach for taxation

said

was

had

ADDRESS

on

many of Maine's executives have done before him,
the equalization of taxation, and urges that the

them

$00,000 from

o'Donnel
when

This

5*100.000. but the

over

INAUGURAL

We present a summary of all the
esseutial portions. Gov. Plaisted advocates, as so

kinds, and orange, palmetto, magnolia and banana
trees.
There was also a large conservatory, in
which he no doubt had pumpkins and snow balls
to cost

delivered

facts

said to be finished very handsomely and elegantly,
and the grounds were adorned with flowers of all

and other northern exotics

PLAISTEDS

Capital.

Thursday last. It is an exceed
iuglv diffuse document, containing more words than
was

deal of salt

good

State

was built some years ago.
“boom" there, but the boom

legacies

and inheritances advocated.

It

is

sug-
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Logan

has

been

1 am in the region of the great lakes with tho
tremendous names—the YVinnipiseogee, Momphre
magog and the rest. The White aDd Franconia
Mountains aro near by. 1 am almost within sound
of tlie waves that wildly sough in l’enobscot Bay.
1 could scale Mount Desert if 1 liked.

Olive must have been up in a balloon
when she wrote this letter; and as the
Rockland papers say her lecture in that
city was very light she probably supplied
the necessary gas herself.
An article entitled “A Swell’s Christ-

iug

scene

of the session thus

far,

and drew a crowd

come

and the house is

unoccupied,

a

readjustment

.,

—

■

■

>

!

••

1

..,

'■

■

1

<

Jd?lge

He expresses the opinof the future, not the war vessel

937; steamers, 3,168—Total. 21,7.39.

of

Belfast

and

j
j

at!airs of this company are in excellent condition
aud the outlook for the
coming season is very eu

Ways and

Means have instructed
an

amendment

Congressman Frye to pro
striking out the words "or

seize” from the Senate bill providing that no vessel shall be subject to seizure or forfeiture unless
it shall appear that the owner or master at the
time of the

alleged illegal act
privy thereto-The

party

was

Notks.

Tin* Baugor (' unmercial <ays that
('has. Dolan's ico house, at Bangor, is nearly tin
ished, and it is thought that cutting will com
H

there early next week
A tine Hold has
been scraped, and about dim tons will be cut_
mence

Messrs F

11. <fc 11

Rollins have

a

large

er

*x

of

city government

evidently

had escaped, but the vessel was in good
condition. 1’he t.rcgg o\ ,> commanded by (
apt.
( harles Havener,
formerly'of Belfast.
the

Washington engine company,

was

overturned, the couple thrown out and as the
kept on the couple performed the remainder
of the journey on foot, Frost walking with
“upright, regular Masonic steps,” ct<\

f'

horse

little

David ('. Dinsmore, a brother of B. ( Dinsmore.
this ci y, died in Boston on the third of this
month at the age of (>8 years. Mr. D. in early life

b n Noti.s
Mr. Hiram
housc- with ice, some
to load into vcs.-els when
Hazeltint A ( •>. arc -till at

ice for

Central

Railway (’«»., and others. .M: Brackett
already cut C’,000 tons on the Kcmluskcag
Stream, and will cut 1,000 tons more there
D
Sargent A Sons have began culling i; Brewer
has

tine;

village

:

ness.

the ice there is about Id inches in thick
Aaron Robinson and .) L. Triggs are both

cutting on the kenduskeag and will get tr<
1 uoo
*,’.000 tons each-The Vinalhaven Ice Co have

to

order from (iun. Tilson fur B.000 tons of ice. t->
be delivered at Hurricane tor next summer’s fish
business-The Kennebec Reporter says: The

an

wages for workmen on the ice now ranges from
SI *,’•» to -id do per d ly. hut it is stated that Si dO
will soon he the ruling price owing to the scarcity
of procuring experienced hands_The Kennebec
ice companies are
briskly engaged in tilling their
houses with ice of an exceptionally excellent
quality ...It is expected that from 7d.000 to Sd.
000 tons of ice will be harvested
this season.

on

the Penobscot

Articles

ou the fashions aic about as
iiCelligibie
the average man as Greek to a backwoodsman,
but 11 o one can tail to see the extreme aosurJitv
ot some fashion
recent
gossip we tied in
issue of a Boston newspaper.
< m
For example:
all imitations defend me from a New Yorker who

to

tries to

play

the part of the Bostonian

from the reverse,

us

by

a

Defend

large majority.

But for

•■culchaw." high art. aestheticism,
or whatever it may be called in Boston
we siioul i
call it the silliest suit of gush—the foliowing paia
a

specimen

of

graph takes the prize—
“b mi make nice tea gowns iu Boston. Clarissa
said, gently. “You wear a great deal of plush and
wear it well, and the other day 1 was at
one of
those houses with a southern exposure, and saw a
girl who looked a> if she had just stepped otf a fail
that might have been painted for Beatrix Esmond
She had hair of a soft dull gold and a pale pink
bloom on her face, and the gown was of neach
blossom satin brocaded with white plush, and it
was made tight in tCie back but
opened in front
over a vest of
peach blossom almost hidden bv a
cascade of vermicelli lace that fell to the hem of'
the skirt.
1 met the same girl at dinner a few
days later and she wore a black silk brocaded
with red and having an apron that seemed carved
out of jet. but she did not look so
pretty as sin*
did iii the pink and white, although the jet stutf
was fib a yard.
Reason
The first gown was
English, the second French in design."
A number of Senatorial contests

were

decided

Tuesday.

Thus. F. Bayard was re dieted in Delaware, Senator McMillan in Minucsita a id Coe.;
veil iu Missouri,
hi Michigan Senator Baldwin
elected to till the unexpiiv l term of Senator
Chandlery ending March 1th and n D Conger for
the full term beginning March 1th
Gen Jos R
Hawley was elected iu Connecticut There was
was

choice iu Nebraska. Senator Paddock receiving
the highest vote. Senator D.twrs was undoubtedly re-elected in Massachusetts vo’erday. and ex
M. C. Thos. C. Platt elected i:i New York
Janu s
no

G. Fair has been elected in Nevada and Gen John
F Miller in California. Senator Jones of Florida,
lias been renominated. No choice in Tennessee :
Postmaster General

Maynard leading

ou

the iirst

ballot.
The schr. J. J. Chirk, of Gloucester.

Anderson, recently went ashore
point of Little Cranberry Island
by the

on

and

<

apt. J. L.

the southeast
was

gotton otf
that place

of the life saving station at
under Capt. G. T Hadlock. The
Cape Ann Advertiser says Capt. Anderson has called at that office and spoken iu the highest terms of
Capt Hal
lock and his crew In just three minutes from the
crew

time he tired his signal gun it was answered bv one
of the crew of the station, and in twelve minutes
the boat was alongside with her crew liadv to

give

assistance, and through their timely aid the vessel
aud cargo were saved.
At the time the Claik was
being cared for. sell. Choeorua of Gloucester, also
came near going ashore, but was saved
by prompt
action ou the part of Capt. Hadlock and bis men.
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Hav

thirteen

en,

-l

1* Hatter,a

It is-ia*pri.-ing to know the uuml»T..t fur bear
ing animal- > -arly -laughteivd in Waldo count.'..
On

Mon-la;.

Mr

1. V. Mr1

;!11- fir.,

t

a

t

-.

thirteen large -nek- d 'kin.- a which si.
have been paid to hunter-. Among the lot
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■'»'»
vei

1.

n>"

-k.ink -kin-. Id"

:'o\, l.dou mti.-kraT. duo
With the ryeeptha. -I
-.- animal- were killed
in >ur own r.unity. the town of Waldo bring par
lieularly g. od hunting ground. Mr. Millet r.a- a.
leopard -kin which wa- purchased from a Dum.n
i.'.eotta yea tpiain. Tin -knit- t be made u
c

bear -km-.
the hear the majoriiv .>i il,,

mink and

the former chairman.
Fleet ions for lssl

11•
hi

a:

that

m

them eive,.

and State Roads; senator Sherman, and
Nickels, of Sear-port, on Commerce; Freeman, of
Finculnvillc, on Military Affair-: smatoi Taber,
and Packard, of Searsmont, on Onintic
senator
Sherman, and Pitcher, of Belfast, on Claim-: Sep.
ator Taber, on Reform school: Smalm '-herman.
chairman on Public Building-; Harding, of Waldo,
< >n tin*
on Library.
part of the 1 louse a- follow .F.-te-, of Troy, on Third Reading: Ritchie, m \\ ip
terport.on Ways and Means; Pitcher, of Belfa-t.
and Freeman, of l.ineolnville. on Fngro--r-l Bill-,

vn«;k.

tilling their build

work

u-* an

running

w a-

private let ter

\
Ki

Lands

Hi

rcadv

imw

be made.

an

•i'111

places on the following joint -tanding committee-.
Ritchie, of Wintcrport, on Financial a Hair-, F-t<-,
of Troy, on Education and Bank.- and Banking.
Bra l-treet, of Palermo, on Railroad- and state

Thk

-alt-

use.

in

-cm

Na/.eltiue

retail trade.
e

ha- tilled hi-

ton-, and i,-

price... .Farmers -ecm anxious to di-p<»c of the*ir
lie to re the price goes lower... l'he
hauling i
y-.d and i- being improved-More io..-,- hay than
U'liai i> being marketed, live and -ix loads at a

Collins in thi- city, who heretolarge business in this li-h, is not
.-hipping any thi- -ea-on, buying only enough Ft

Hie legislative member- from Waldo

Pier*

l\.

In

a

..

-re

quantities of hay arc coming
in over the railroad.... Hay is still on the
decline,
SIT per tor. for lir.-t quality i- about the selling

to fish for them.

fore ha- done

patron
adverti-ement in

Considerable

object

an

verv

citizens should

our

levee

-cmso?:'a

next

II

and several horses engaged in scraping their i mild winter to the east of u- ha.- been wr\ favorable L" the smelt fishers, and large quantities from
ice fields, at Bangor.Mr Frank (' Brackett
began Thursday afternoon to cut 1.000 tons of ice tbe Province- are put upon the market. A- a eon
low, not making it

and

<

The smelt fishery of Belfast the present season
But very few tents an* upon the i.*e, and
those are occupied by a class that fish more for the
sake of fishing than for profit.. The comparatively

rule

tiremen work hard, have

«>ur

one.-.

compensation
liberally their

ings->ibl. v A low n-cml, an- cuftiim a small
1 u:1111ify it Littl.
Liver for Immc cou-utnptnu
i hey will ilso
supply the (.'amp (Ground | eople with

failure

prices

give

will

another column.

noticeable.

sequence

1'nici

i/e

The; doves about the streets tind it difficult to pick
a living this severe weatln r. Benovolent tradersometimes throw them grain. on which oera.-ionthe birds almost enter the stores. This remind- nto say that there is a wholesale slaughter of the
birds going on both with guns and -nare-. This 1not right, for it i- a great pleasure to many to haw
tin1 birds about the streets, and again there is ,i law
protecting them. There have been -o many killed
the present winter that the decrease in the bird- :

a

v

annual levee and ball, at Ha\T.»rd Hall, ou
Wednesday evening, pcb. *Jd. Hood music will lie
procured and the ball in every way will be up t<>

men

froi» the field opposite the Sanford Steamship Co's
wharf.
About 100 tons «... this ice is for tin*
Sanford line, and the remainder for the Maine

crew

th. ir

up

j

rooms.

Lizzie B. (iregg, of Portland, In und to that
city with coal I mm Philadelphia, \v as passed on tie
1-t. one hundred miles northea-t of
Bermuda, abac
doned. Ihe boat- were gone, in which
},.

><

saib*r. ship builder and a great traveller.
\
years ago he became a spiritualist, and, with
tlie-aid of he spirit world, felt railed upon t pul
lish a papi r. The publication L railed the \ »b•«•• -i
Angels, and is now published, circulating largely in
the west.
Mr. Dinsmore was a native of China, in
this state.

is probable a new boiler will be put into the Alt.
Desert at a cost of *7000-In the crew list of the
lost sefi. Nathaniel Webster, the name given as

I«

hmr.

was a

or
Rockland. Mt. l)e
and Sullivan Steamboat Co. have le elected
the old board of directors. John S. Case, President ; John Lovi-joy, Secretary and Tn usurer.
It

the Ross lull for the abolition or Compulsory Pilotago fees at Hell Cate, in which, the New Ragland
coasting trade has much interest.

in ward one, and the one in w;u'd
Thf work is very accurately am handsome
1> done. I’he plans arc framed aud art hung in the

two cemeteries

few

sert

John J. Wilsou of Maiue, should have been John I.
Wilson of Barrington. N 8_The House Coinmerce Committee has agreed to
report tavorabh

Mr. 11. P. I-arrow, civil engineer of Belmont, has
just completed for the city* of Belfast plans of the

of

consenting

a

considerably

frozen.

The Lawrence American, of Jan. 7, has a local
paragraph in which Belfast boys ligure prominently* Mr. Albert Noble, of the Russell Paper t o., wa>
presented with a smoking ehair and iounge. AtnoPoor, of this city, made the pre: illation speech.
\ social entertainment followc and there wa.»
singing and playing b\ Amos Poor and Frank
The Belfast company that attended the Masonic
Installation at Stockton last week had a very i-n,,..
able time. But one incident occurred to mar the
occasion. < >n the homeward trip one of tin* -Irigh--

sent

Mr. («orhain is
receiving potatoes from Aroostook
and is also buying
hay. He says bis potatoes re
ceived from Iloulton arrive in Belfast in better
condition than do those purchased this side of Ban
gor. One car load from I'nity was

A man who was
striding over the icy sidewalk in
front of Owen White’s, the other day,
suddenly sat
down with great emphasis, and in the endeavor to
save himself thrust his hand
through the window.
He paid the bill and hurried
along.

Libby.

lias

court.

There arc to be no more pauper trials between
the towns of .Morrill and Belmont concerning the
support of Harriet Childs, that much litigated t'e
male having
dropped dead in Belmont last Saturday. she was 7'» years old.

concluded to give the remaining pupils a vacation.
Another cargo of pig iron from the Katahdin Iron
Works is coining over the railroad in this
city, making three cargoes since the river closed at Bangor.
We learn that iron will be shipped from Belfast all
winter.

& Bar Harbor steamboat line, it was
voted to increase the capital stock of tlie
company
to £30,000 making three hundred £loo shar«> The

insolvency

begin on
day of each month.

The school in the Perkin’s district has been
closed. There were only three pupils, and when one
ol these became sick and failed to
attend, it was

Bangor

changed the days of holding
After January the term will
the Thursday following the second Tttes

the

The January thaw was of short duration.
Friday
was mild with a gentle rain in the
afternoon, which
gave way in the night to a cold northwester.-

the

evening school will commence at 7
next at the High school

Friday evening

on

Judge Jamison

year starts in unfavorably matrimonial
marriage intention has yet been re-

new

Kelley’s

rooms.

corded.
,

This shows

on

Mr.

o'clock

But one

271-At

couragiug-The House committee

The most popular citizens are those who sprinkle
ashes on the slippery places.

Forty-live people came across the buy on steamer
May (Jtieen, Thursday, to do their shopping in this
city.
The

roads are full of “Thank-you-marms.”

The

Vicinity.

There is a very agreeable scarcity of tramps in
this vicinity.

ly.

increase in the total of all classes of vessels of
a recent
meeting of the stockholders of

au

News

ships.

packed every inch of space on the lloor and ion that the snip
in the galleries. Single-handed and alone, Senator but the merchantman, will be a
ship of iron_
Mortlaud of Knox, championed the cause of those
A test case regarding the validity of the New York
who believe that there are doubts hanging about pilot laws has just been decided by the United
the question that can only bo cleared away by a
States Supreme Court as follows: This Court holds
resort to the highest judicial tribuna1.
He talked
first, that the pilot laws of New York are valid and
with great sincerity and earnestness, the subject constitutional; second, that the distance of the
bringing out his fine oratorical powers to good schooner from the coast when the pilot boarded
advantage. Emery of Hancock and Bisbee of Ox- her did not deprive the State of its jurisdiction;
ford, made the telling speeches on the other side, that the pilot on board the schooner fifty miles olf
pleading for obedience to the people’s expressed the coast had the same authority from the laws of
will, without any quibbles or technicalities. They New York to tender and demand employment, and
the same legal consequences followed the refusal
held that it was clearly understood last summer,
during the canvass, that the constitutional amend- of the master to take a pilot as if the vessel had
ment was to take effect on the September vote;
been at a poiut where the local jurisdiction was
and that after Governor Davis had made proclama
complete and exclusive_Mr. J. (i Maddoeks,
lion of tlie result, the word “majority" dropped the light keeper at Owl's Head,
reports to us that
out of the constitution in regard to the election of
the whole number of vessels that have passed that
Governor, and the word “plurality” was substitut- station for the year ending Dec. 31, 1880, have
ed
Bisbee is a convincing speaker, using plain been as
follows:—ships, 5 : barks, 38; brigs. 113;
language, easily understood. He looks straight schooners. 18,648; sloops, 619; steamers, 2,357—
1 otal, 21.810. Iu 1879 the record stood:
into your face while talking, with such a real, honships, 0;
est. Oxford bear expression, that you’ve got to bebarks, 21; brigs, 70; schooners, 17.163. sloops.

j
|
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tion ot Maine built

that

of Boston.
mas Dinner,” written for the Journal more
and ! values oftener than ten years, which may be done
S. M. rLTTEngILL & Co., 10 stale St., Boston, and
has been always I believe
As au evidence of by a Slate board of equalization or by tax commis- 37 Bark Row, N. Y.
than a year ago, was republished by a
s
Horace
205
Boston.
Dodd,
Washington
sioners. A legislative supervision of the railroads
how well built it was. 1 was told that 100,000 brick j
(iKo. B. Rowell & Co., 10 Spruce St.. New York.
A recent
Rockland paper last week.
in the State, through a commission, is recommend1
J. H. Bates. 41 Bark Row, New York.
were used in the foundation up to the ievei of the
ed : said commission to be vested with ample
number of the Boston Advertiser also
street
C U Wittee, Ksq President of the Peopower to supervise the management of railroads in
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or dc>iring to
contains a paragraph concerning a dito rates, etc.
The State college is comhave the address of papers changed, must state tin*
ple's Rational Bank, also lias a beautiful residence respect
mended. the attention of the legislature called to
Bust Olliee to which the paper has been sent, as well
vorce at sea which was published in tiie
on Rutledge Ave.. some little distance out of the
tne needs of the Insane Asylum and a suggestion
as the ollice to which it i> to go.,
Moral
Journal a year or more ago.
city. lie has fine grounds and several pieces of made that the name of the- Reform School should
be changed to that of Industrial School for Boys
subscribers arc requested to take notice of the
statuary. One in particular i noticed. It was ail It is
for
Subscribe
the
Journal.
that
the
Insurance
Commissioner
It
date on the colored slip attached to tin* paper.
suggested
Indian, in full feathers aud war paint, and 1 sup- should be required to give bonds as well as other
i- the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May si, means that the subscription i- paid to
officers
ami
that
the
of
a < igar
State
should
exercise
in
front
was
one
he
that
it
public
got
posed
date. When a new payment is made, the date
that
A Washington despatch of the 17th
tlie common prudence of business men and insure
lieve or else get out of his way so he won’t see
store, but o as told that it was o.*eola tin Semi
will
be changed t<» correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS
its buildings
Of the State prison it is said that
S
“Mr. Blaine will resign his Sena>
>
S
T11
E1R
D
A
TE
A R E R E( J l EST E1 T<
EE T11 AT
says:
Hole, whose body can be found buried all over .SulEmery is a lawyer of fine culture, and i
you.
when the business affairs of the institution are
\RE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears arc relivans island.
managed upon strict business principles by the quested to forward the sums due.
torsliip to give the Maine Legislature an speaks with decision and great carefulness. The :
best skill and ability attainable it will pay." It is
Mr. Wittee is a German. 1 believe, and represents
opportunity to elect Mr. Frye in his place measure passed with a rush, ami with such aecel
urged that all the State institutions should be
era!ion did it go down to the lower branch, that it
that government as Consul at Chailestou—but 1
Plaisted’s Pronunciamento.
taken out of politics, and that the inspectors and
during the present session.” But it will
have a duel to light in thirty minutes and you trustees should*be representatives of the different
took away the Messenger’s breath that con
This communistic campaign document, perhaps boas well to await Mr. Blaine's nearly
The militia receive a good deal
; litiea' parties
Gun Gkokok
must excuse me.
veyed it. and several voluminous speeches that had
of attention, and much is said of the danger of
substituted for tbe dignified and practical own statement before accepting this re- been
prepared (among them a lengthy argument
fostering a military system—a danger which Gov
State paper tbe people of Maine have, port as a fact.
His attack upon the SuPlaisted alone can see
by Strou* of Portland) were nipped in the bud,
Matters.
Maine
preme Court, inspired no doubt by their opinions heretofore bad from their Governors,
and will be sold for old paper rags at one cent per
la.>t wiuter. is altogether unwarranted and will not
UK MAIL
How does Fuller intend to divide himNEW.- AN1> GUSSll ITlo.M Ai.I. OVER
ledeund to h s credit
pound. The heroic eight, who stood up to be
To
The same is true of his refor
serious
criticism.
calls
pehardly
marks on Government bonds, funding, banks and
self up between his two papers? We counted, seemed like “spared monuments.” A
THE ROY m rdekek
ruse it for evidences of statesmanship, or
omi holders, which, like his remarks on free hold
'Governor being declared elected, the legislators
Mai hias. Mi* Jau Id The Longunvre b- y irial
or-, equality and Cicero, are merely a repetition of
exchange with hut one, and want the one
even of common sense, would be as futile
took a long breath ; and then up jumped Major
commenced Tuesday morning. A lame nurobe;
mie of his slump speech periods.
His recomthat
is
the
We
most
have
Fuller.
never
The
as hunting for a needle in a hay stack.
witnesses are picst-ut from T’ euibroke
mendation that imprisonment tor debt be wiped
Dickey, who wanted to go to Bangor and take ;
Male closed examination ot w.tn-sses at Uoou.
from our statute books is a good one. though he
There is little in it to commend, but found the Courier too full of Fuller and a friendly bumper with the new Governor, and
The pareuts ot tin accused, his exaggerates the evil effects of the present lawWeduesdav
funner s-hooi mates, school u*«:t*h •:
As a whole it is an he will not fullil our expectations if he moved tii,it a committee be appointed to visit Bani; mates
lie advocates the re-enactment of the usury laws.
much to condemn.
Ttie j Such are all the salient
aud neighbors have been called to
:>
ot a document which
points
gor aud ncei mpan) Plaisted to the capital. A teloQ'enee against propriety and an insult to does not l':!i it Fuller than ever.
gem*ral .substain*1* oftesliu. my is to the fleet that nearly fill- a newspaper page.
egram. however, was made to per!’, rm that service,
'Hie wit
ttie death ot Wright was accidental
the intelligence of the average citizen. It
now mi. MESSAGE WAS ltKCKl VEI>.
“he should be
nesses leave tin* impression that no malice uaTin*} have* counted LMaiated out in Maine; and Gov. Paiisted's reply was that
The Vngusta correspondent of the Portland Press is revolutionary and pernicious in its
entertained
lilt* case was given to the jun
whether they will keep him counted out has not
happy to respond
.--a\ .s
—There
was but one attempt at applause
seemed
indiilerent
all
The
Thursday.
prisoner
teachings, and bears internal evidence of yet been decided [Lancaster. Pa. Intelligencer.
'Inauguration Day” dawned or sp aud bright j
while the message was being read, and that was
tliroiigli the trial and unco:.eerned when 'he ver
This
is
an altogether unwarranted aswlm n the Governor stigmatized the bidders of gov
ot people were attracted t<» the capitol, as
Crowds
The jun went-out at halt pa.-i
been
written
a
of
diet was reported
by demagogue
having
'■mu-lent bonds as a class of giided paupers supthree. The\ reported at > x a verdict ot mansertion.
I'laisted was not counted out at there would have been to the exhibition of Bar
as it must necesPlaced
or-ted
bv
demagogues.
the
labor
of
the country
But the at
slaughter. Judge Libbey Friday m--ruing -eu
1'he seating capacity of the
mini’s bearded lady
teuced Warren Longmoie t<> the Mate Reform
r••inpt to applaud this sentiment’was feeble, and
sarily lie in the archives of the State, it is any time, and hut for giving him the ben- hall of the house was doubled
•'as summarily squelched b\ a
School during his minority
up. the aisles and all
sharp, sibilant ut |
deefit
of
the
could
not
have
been
doubt
will
some consolation to know that it
tt-ruuce oi disapproval, wliich is said to have emaTHE AROOSTOOK MAE' II .MILES
the usually spare space being supplied with chairs
in-i! from the mouth of a bloated Democratic
clared elected.
There were men in the galleries pceriug down
Johnson A 1'iiair, who airea ;y own lour starch
pillory its author as an oll'euder against
bond holder, who did not reiish any such gusli.
mills, viz one each in .Uaysvilo*. F it. n, MapletoL
His allusion t,> the power of the government and
with happy expressions, who last year were in the
the civilization of the nineteenth century.
lud A.-hlaud. will build another in Tie spring in
The i’ogonip is the name the Indians
1 is reference to the opinions ot a coordinate branch
same positions, hut with nerved arms aud glaring
w;il
ai-o
buiit
in
be
iuniltou. Another
The future historian, delving among the
Pn-sijin*
not being funding and of a cheap character.
give to a fog which occasionally prevails eyeballs, and back of these the determination to
1-le
Another will probably be built .u Washburn j r«*m uded -me ot the
revolutionary talk of the records of to-day, will naturally wonder
eircmi
This will make seven starch mills within
t. rs "lit hist wintei. ami were
It is shoot down the people’s representative, their am
in the vicinity of Salt Lake City.
hardly
expect
ol six miles aroULii" and in Presque Isle vinage
d IV'-in «»ne who not one hour before had taken a
what sort of a man this could have been,
munition and shooting irons being close at hand
than
not really a fog, but line particles of ice
These mills have a capacity «.! using not
S'
oath to support the law; while Ins tears ot
in the alcoves ot the State library
How, under
whose first step on assuming the GoverntjUO.iiOO bushels ot potatoes in a veai. which u;;.
iuii.tary usurpation were purely imaginary
kind
floating in the air. Not any of that
T. e potat.es
-el the
make B000 tous of slaich.
rule, the whole scene had changed !
Ti e message is the topic of conversation, and
Republican
of
was
to
of
the
State
Maine,
good
orship
bn.-:.
farmers a harvest 01 >ioii.Rdo at ■-< ents
A regular down-cast fog Summoned to the
of a nip for us.
the comments various
While the Governor's
position of the Chief Magistracy
w.»rtj.
tincl. aud the starch at •fsii p-r •••;.
seek to arouse class prejudices, to dews and recommendations on
general
subjects
is
much
to
lie
the magnanimity of the Republican party. Gen
The vuiiey : tin* \i
preferred.
manufacturer f'JlD.ouo
by
v.-d
the
believe
that
appn
ny
Republicans, they
nounce the men who had built railroads
took is becoming a great country
lb listed on advancing up the aisle to take the
;
would have been far better for him to have con
idit-d nimself to state matters and not stepped out
MAINE SOLDIER- AND -A l.oEs
and established industrial enterprises,
oath of office, was not saluted by hisses, as was
In
to use l’laistcd's inaugural
deciding
•ode and repeated his campaign fictions ot last fall.
Garcelcu a year ago, when lie came forward to
“to urge schemes no better than repudiaGen. Chamberlain. President'.of the Maim- >ol
ttered in Giceronian strains
It looked as p Plais
as a campaign document, the Fusionists
diers aud bailor* Association, organized in 1 >7A,
The oath being
swear in an illegal Legislature.
tei: were* throwing a sop 11> the lowest strata of the
tion." to bold up the opinions of the Sudm
has issued a call for a meeting ot hon<*rabl\
have saved tlie Republicans some trouble
s"i ml system
Some of the Republicans expressed
administered to General Plaisted by President of
to
and
sail-ws.
take
at
Grand
soldiers
charged
place
considerable feeling
preme Court to ridicule to deride and and expense. We know of nothing Let- '•lie Senate Lorke.
proclamation was made by Sec
Army Hall. Portland. Tliuis.iay evening. Jau. *JMth.
What do you think of Gov. Plaisted's mesdefy the constitution, and to misrepre- ter calculated to make
lor tile election ofA liieer.-. and to consider the ex
re tan Cmilbourne. that Harris M. Plaisted is Govvotes
-■;<g'-'' asked a Press reporter of a stalwart Repub
Republican
pedieiicy of a General Reunion <.r .Maine Voiuti iicaii.
sent tbe.citizen soldiery as menacing the
ernor and Commander in Chief of Maine,
and
than this demagogical address.
leers, during the summer ol ISM. All who served
Three quarters of i:
he replied with ir.digmt
liberties of the people.
should be obeyed and respected accordingly, closin the armv or nav\ of the United Mates from this Cm uleammg in his
eyes, "is a !i» and libel upon
.State during the war. aiv men.her- d lae o.g.d.iz
ing i v very appropriately imploring Divine helphistory. It's a speech of a demagogue. It's Gar
Those who listened to the egotistical
atiou, aud are invited to be pre.-ent. Lieut < \\
Lennany, it is said, is trying to revive
Cehunsm intensified."
.«>r,
th• Stof- g .!/ '/,<< /"
Had that part of
Roberts of Portland is si cr-tary of the .gam/, don
and demagogical utterances of Gen. l’lais- tiie bustle,
Wliile tin* Greenback element is elated over the
tiermaiiy had better keep the proclamation been made after the reading of
TRotni.E uN
the
old
M A INI. VK.-ShE.
Democratic
Bourbons
have
but
message,
ted in this city on the 7th of last SeptemIdt'e to say in commendation, and some of them
quiet. The move is no doubt in the in- the message, its force and significance would have
J au Id
t,TlaRi.i> iuN. >
Bark P:is*-i:ia. .«
not hesitate to declare that they .ire ashamed of
ber, cannot have been greatly surprised terest of certain
i
newspapers which lind b-?eii more apparant Llhridge Gerry was once
Port lam!. .M*
arrived ye.-tetd.-y
ii u.-ma.
•
Whether it was by design or
dayP spectacle
at the tone and sentiments of his address
W L Humphreys, the master.
*eur* d ;i.e arrest
their circulation seriously curtailed since Governor of Massachusetts, much to the distaste
a.‘(’.dent that Gov 1*1 :ii>t d failed to receive the
ot Thomas Buchanan, steward, fursering lire to
nf the stalwarts of that day He issued a proclaim
on taking the Gubernatorial chair. There
congratulations of the Democratic wing of the Fit
bustles went out.
the vessel when sailing liom Liverpool to Havana
'»;.!>m -s not known to time.' outside of the inner
! at ion which was read by an eccentric clergyman,
to be
certain
allowances
are.
Get -7th.
however,
Buchanan t< Id shin- carpei.tei that In*
i-s Hit cei :ain it is mat a:;or he had delivered
who had a poor opinion of Gerry.
When the ditired the vessel because he 1 ad i>n n >>• persecuted
ms im-»Ui.'c im was surrounded in the Kxeeutive
made in respect to stump speeches which
I’laisted vine came to the usual
The soldier vote to which
bv the first mate and thrown into such a nervous
;.v- Fogg. Cap'll Chase, S awyer and others
ending -' God save the
condition that lie lost his mm-l
He mad- a full
are not permissible when a state paper is
of the Greenback iik. win gave him a most cordial
catered so industriously during the cam- Commonwealth of Massachusetts!"—he repeated
confession to the captain in the pres* nee of in*
grasp «'t the f..ml. and appeared to be nearer to
In this so-called message
in ipicstion.
erew and was taken to Havana m iron.-.
At 11 lihim as his constitutional advisers than the gen
paign, but without avail, receives scant m a sarcastic tone the name of the Governor sign
ana. Consul General Hall difeeh-d tile caplaiu I
are found the same stale platitudes, the
ed o> the proclamation—''hJllnol'n <hmi ! En
tlei.mu ,u the adjoining room, who had been secourtesy from him now. Another case of imiooi: Gi.kky
proceed to Charleston aud pbr. e Bin-damtu in .•a:•
u d by the Legislature as his Council.
!” and then raising his voice, exhalf
disrant
and
which
same
fustion,
tody of United States aiithoritE.-s <’ommissiom-r
sour grapes.
N
\i. Ki.r'Ua UK IKKASriiEK IIOLlUiOOK.
claimed— "(i i .<•!■> C
Of .\fltMU
Seabrook heard the testimony tin- lnoming v.;.. n
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necessary in Committee of the Whole.
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Irog'
is tlie name of the last new color: it is rather
lighter than the "frightened toad” or "angrv
mouse.”
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agriculture
show that the total yield of the wheat
crop in lx,so
was 480,849.7J3 bushels as
compared with 118,755*
118 bushels in 18711, a gain of 3J.0H4.I>05 bushels*
There is ait increase of JT.OOO bushels in Now England
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March in- will ia> the Keel for the schooner,
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the barkontinc.

11..
apt. William < alter, of this city,is
iainl undergoing medical treatment..Vdei
; W am n, wiio for several year- has driven tin*
between Belfast and Rockland,is at his home
The Rockland
ii- cit> -ick with consumption.
n r -ay.—“Through the efforts of his friends
R
klaud a purse oi ^tiit ha-just beeen rai-ed

!’i

a-,
rt

it*.> i.. the popular young dr; ver-(..apt.
igett. of tlii- city, ha moved to Prospect.
.Mr-. I
Dickerson, of Belfast, is one of the
~''iug
unmittoe of ladie- to look after the inter
o; tin Industrial ><-h «•! lor(«irls,at Hallowed.
-Ring months are April and October. Since
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-f this scliwol but one girl from Waldo
attended, and that one was from Lin..( apt. Fro I Pattershall. of Belfast, iias
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Flic captain informe*l us that

.Monday.
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tifh day of DcI It- i- unusually vigorous fora man
.i.'f-r-la.-L
i- ad-. tiH-cd ago.
May lie live to make us many
a

a-

ninety.!

wo

years

old

Rosenbaum, formerly
sou-iu-law of Hon. Win. .J
L.

:-i...Mi

iiial

ir-port, and
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that town, liolds
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position
returns

in

the l
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thanks to the

bulletins.

Roman for

cen-us

r.LMovi.

Arthur Robins-m hist week was

eu-

in pressing hay at tin- barn of Janie.- Hick
i of tiii- town. On Sat unlay night it was dis>.erci
that one of Robinson's horse- had fallen
nigh tin* barn floor and was hanging by the neck,
animal wa-cut 'Lwn alive but much injured,
ed

c

g

a

The -Journal

office.

-u

the

oil

reached this town of the
at -ca of two brother-, belonging in i-lesboro.
vwry Warren was lost in November from sclir.
v-i!:- T.■■•*at, of I»ang«»r, ami Dec. 2(5tli, Thoma- A.
‘.i ron was lo-t from a Now Y< rk schooner.
This
Ni.oiioito.

New- has

ike- t^ree brothers lost at

I

sea

within

a

short time.

Arrangement- have been made by
parties out of town, to put machinery into tin* mill
■civ. for the purpose of -aw ing wood for the spool
: e tory at --ear-port.
This will make business
I

canki <irt.

wly, and taken

in connection with other entershow.- that our people are -till
I'A.ikt —The lirst meeting of the Lyceum was
1 I Thur-day eve, and the course bids fair t«» be
interesting. The debate- was ably conducted
i-c-of the town

Treat, L-p affirmative and Hon. John T.
b'ov. •-, negative.
A paper by Miss Nellie Keen and
Mi-- L. 1
Mortland, was read, after which ail organization meeting was held and the meeting ad•oimied.
L. 1*.

and

it...
nit* \\

.James Brailey fell a few days
juii- badly though not seriously
Weed, secretary ami business agent
Mr-.

BntMlAM.
-Mi<-e

was

11. If.
>.

*

<»., iia-

iiiM'ii

iinerv out of the Dart, and

me

engine and
will hast* boat and

ma-

inery thoroughly repaired for the pleasure season
1881-Mr. Cephus Edmunds is to put a new
i'if t* on to his barn this spring, and is having the
ids hauled from Fairfield-Mr. Deorge llan*<k, a well known citizen of this place, sold a line
’•»ke of o\en measuring seven feet and four inches.
.Howes & Fletcher’s mill lias been repaired and
work resumed.
Lihektv. This town embraces about £2,000acres,
acres of which are constantly covered with
water. < )f the remaining la,000 acres 5,000is woodland and two fifths of the remainder is pasture,
aving about 0,000 acres for tillage. There were
produced in this town in the year 1879, according to
..'too

■

best estimate of the census enumerator last
••'line, 2203 tons of hay, 2149 bushels of wheat, 2494
bushels of corn, 9558 bushels of potatoes. There
were also produced 35,000 lbs. of
butter, 22,000 doz.
die

Church choir gave a very beautiful
difficult anthem at the Baptist Church on Sabbath morning and did themselves great credit. It
was entitled, “Arise, Shine, for Thy
Light is Come,”
•Mfgs... .The

:i

md

was composed by George J. El
very, from
Isaiah IX, 1st 2d and 3d. The powerful voice of

Mi

Clarence Hurd and the sweet voice of Mrs. (i.
il (
argil], sopranos and the beautiful contralto of
'!.r: Dr. Clough, were brought in to full play and
ited much praise from the congregation.. .‘.Miss
our

i"

7 o'clock in the

rooms

accomplished organist, daughter

H. Hunt, Esq., leaves town in
'perni the winter in Boston.

a

few da vs to

by

reported in Utah Houssnow slides, and several

Rev. Ed. Cowley of New York, convicted of
cruelty to children in the “Shepherd's Fold." was
released from prison Friday.
A

contagious fever has broken out in the county
of Armagh, Ireland, and 103 persons are sick.
Twenty-four persons died in two days.
Sau Domingo has asked the United States to
contribute $10,000 towards erectiug a monument
to Columbus in the city of Sau Domingo.

Two million seven hundred and seventy thousand registered letters and packages passed through
the New York post office, last year, and only one
was lost

signed by 40,000

Petitions
tax

ot

persons

are

to

be

Congress tor the repeal ot the stamp
checks, and the government tax on depos

presented
on

to

its in hanks.

Gen Grant has directed such repairs upon h s
cottage at Long Branch, N .1 as are necessary, to
put it in complete order tor his occupancy the coming summer.
F. Armour of Chicago, of the great pork
packing firm that made £•’>,(HiO.000. more or less on
a corner in pork, died suddenly in Cincinnati last
week of Bright’s disease.

Manlree Snil-

Senator Hamlin remains confined to his rooms
by rheumatism, which is unusual, as he lias always
been noted for his prompt and constant attendance
on the sessions of the Senate.

loom

Katie I

mpe

were

Harry Cobb and '•lie. Willburm. The color
quartet!whieii merit- -peeial praise, consisted

loe,
ed

Hull, soprano. Mi-- J.i/./ie Kmery
alto. Parker SpotVord tenor, It. 15. Stover bass, and
Punch and .Judy,
Mrs. K. 15. stover accompanist.
of

Mi-- Annie

peanut and appie

women,

lins

Wiley
sociable.
(

l>r. \N

all'a.r.

Col-

(

and Mr. I.
The eiitertainnient closed w ith a

quilt.

a

The ice embargo of two months' existence broke
away Saturday night from the point of the Hook
t«> the Highlands. N ,J.
Numerous vessels were
strained and suffered considerably by contact with
the ice.

added to the amusement

pecuniary -u ce-- of the
won by giie--ing a plush

and

foot re.-t

The telegraph speculation of the last four
months has been one of the most remarkable on
record
The profits of it are shared principally
by Vanderbilt and Gould. Among the losses as
is
one of Boston's capitalists, who cov
reported
ered his last “shorts" in Western Union Telegraph at
10G and 107, at a loss of >*2G3,000

triends of Mrs. 15. \.v base.
!<. the number of fifty, made her a wry
pleasant
and profitable-:irpri-c \ isit on Tuesday evening,
WiMi-.Kl

11th.

.Ian.
i,ih.

!•

grateful, Key.
happy and appropriate

she i- very

aged twenty-eight year--The
flag tip

laid tla ir

J. D.

dames Havener, die'd suddenly

f the late

.Jam Uth

Probate

on

Ku-ion-

bet

uv

Mu*

«

of them

the b»th in honor of liov.

wa-

Vinos W. Sprowl, late of Montville,
sprowl, Administrator; George Tilden,

that he

are

full oi

Ir looks

as

'me

evening thi-

w

trator.
Gfakdians AppointKI»-Limlley 11. Mii-her
over minor heir of George Ranlette,* late of Free
dom; D. A. Wadlin over Mr.-. Abagail ««oodell.a
non compos.
Ac rot nts Allowed on Estates of—Andrew
I. Clements, late of Troy; Joan
Berry, late »*1

«ek-< Mir streets

hay and all our storehouses soon will be.
if the buyers would have to pile up all
ml *1 door and pul the remainder in

|

Legislature.

Maine

1:; the Senate, majority ard miuority report* on the *iuheruatorial votes
‘he
were submitted,
;i;aiority claiming that ques
A:«.’ >io.

Me

:

men

the Supreme < 0111! hereding the’ :!o* opmi«*n
Mr. Mortlan i < 1 Knox advocated the 1111-.
Me-s"- ! 1 .*rv »t h uncock. Bis
noriti re ■! t ,e
*: 1. I»L! iiv;-. *>f An- -look, and B*rry <-f
bee ot v
KeLilieiiet* advocated '.•• .a yvity. ah <d wnom
demonstrate 1 that the
claimed that it was cb
people- intended that the plurality clause should
apply to ..1st September s •■!• .-Lon, ami that the
Legislature should carry out the will and intention
The question came up of substitu
of the people
ting the minority f.r the majority report, and it
was rejected io the following vote : Yeas. Fernnld.
N
Baku r. Beatty. Burry,
f lint. Alurthiml.
Bisbee. Br-. wei. Baxt-m. Clarke, Collin. Cornish.
Dinglcy. i‘id.e\. Finer;.. Friend. Hiii of Penob
scot, IIill >\ Hancock. Jennings, Lain*-*::. Lord.
Nutting. Par-Nw, PaiiangitiL Sanborn. Sherman,
Mr Fine
Smith, Tatier. \N Hu h 1 ! Wa.ker -’27.
rv moved tii’t tie- -V votes from Filswortn returned
AI
F.aisted
be
con:
ted
lor
Harris
M
tor Harris*
Mr. Bisbee took the ground that it
Plaisted.
wonld unnecessarily he ■. stabiishmg a precedent,
but that during the present ses*i *:i be would intro
duce a bill to authorize legislatUm to receive testiMr. Finery * amend
mony and to correct return*
The majority report
ment was rejected, '• to x'o
was then adopted, and the Senate adjburned.
The House met at half past two. aud without
the AL»i"rit\ C.uu
debate accepted the r* port
mittee on tm- tin M-ruatorial vote*, declaring liar
Plaisted ehwd c,*verm>r. Those voting in
r:s AI
opposition were Messrs. Avcrill and Blanchard of
Palermo. Flint Hatch. King. McKusick and NutThe Preside!.! and Speaker were requested
ter.
to notify «* >vernor Plaisted by telegraph tnat he
had been elected <1 'vernor ••{' Alamo tor 1XSJ sg

quested

..

>

—

Adjourned

Tnc Stand ug Committees
committee to wait
were appointed, ami also a
>■:
isequeutlv, Hon.
upon the Governor elect
<
i
attended by
M.
Plaisted.
ovoriinr-elect,
Harris
tiie Fxeeutive C<>uuen ana head* < departments,
came in. and in the presence of both branches of
the Legislature in Cjnveniion assembled, before
the President of the Senate. i*'*'K and subscribed
the oath required by the < u.*t';Uit i*m to quality
him to enter upon the discharge of his otlicial
duties Hon. S J Chudbourne. Secretary of State,
made the customary proclamation that Harris M
Plaisted is (iovernor and ( omniander in Chief of
the State «»r Maine, ari l that dm* obedience should
be rendered to all his lawful acts ami commands
(iovernor Plaisted tneu proceeded to deas such,
liver his message ot which a summary will be
found elsewhere
lit the Senate an order for ap
Friday. Jan 1 i
pointing a Committee t<> re district the date for
of
members
Congress was tabled Committee on
Fducatiou was directed to inquire into the expedilaw relating to common
ency of so amending t
schools, as to make it the duty of superintending
school committees to employ teachers in all cases,
Petitions were presented
and to report by bill.
asking for a bounty on bears of five dollars. A
charter is asked for the incorporation ot Callio
pean Society composed of members *>f Kent’s
The Committee on Alines and
Hill Seminar)
Alining was appointed consisting of Alessrs. Jen
of
iVi.obscot,
nings
Finery of Hancock and Lord
of Cumberland.
In t • ■«_ H *.iso order- of inquiry were presented
and referred relating to amending sec. lb of the
insolvency law s that it shall apply to the property of debtors win* have absconded or removed
from the State : providing for the abolition of imprisonment for debt : providing for the election of
Selectmen of to wns in the .*ame manner as the
Superintending School Committee are now chosen:
what legislation is necessary in relation to tlie
equity practice in the courts of this State amend
ing chapter 17 1. laws of |x?i. relating to admiuis
trators. executors and trustees by adding •‘guardians.*’ Both branches adjourned to Tuesday Jan. lx

I’hurstta;.. Jan.

HON.

Id

Et'OENOK

HALE ELECT El# SEXATOK.

J in. IS
I11 the Senate a vote was
taken for Cnited States Senator which resulted as
follows: Fugene Hale ‘.l. Joseph L. Smith X,
In tiie House Fugene Hale
Harris Al. Piaistod I
vote. Lnited States Sen
was elected by a
ator. the vote standing Hale SB, Josepli L Smith,
til
Orders passed the Senate providing for joint
special committees on apportionment of the Slate
for Senators aud Representative* to the LegislaA petition was
ture and for Councillor Histricts
presented asking that Superintending School Committees employ teachers. A petition was present
ed asking for an appropriation for ritle practice
and annual encampment of militia.
In the House several petitions were presented
and referred praying for a clUnge of the divorce
laws: also for th** enactment of a law to prohibit
smoking 1:: public places asking for the repeal of
John Polleys, of Baring, is
the cider law of ixsti
111 the city and will contest th.** seat of Joel Foss,
who
on
the*
forth,
of Dan
faec.ol the returns had a
majority ot eight votes Mr. Polleys claims that
minors, jumpers and aliens voted for Foss. Sc\
eral of the committees met and organized this
afternoon

Tuesday.

■

••

Stockton.
1svkntok\ Fli.LboN Estatkof—Janie- I'owler
Jr., late of Cnity.
Wills Prorated—Almira L
Fisher, late of
*-earsmont, wherein she give- to her daughter,
Wealthy s.. her heirs and assign.- forever, ail her
real and personal estate, after payment of iu-t
W. Merrill, late of Troy, wherein
lie give- to hi- wife, Caroline < >.
pavment of .just debts, his personal estate and all the
right, title and intere-t lie may have in the homestead farm.

debt--George

Merrill,*afler

I strongly recommend the

When the Indians go
get out their runners.

Clippings.
We trust the Maine Fusiouists will eni iy their
new Governor.
at<>d, as he is. in defiance of all
their law and piecedents
[Boston Herald.
It is undoubtedly true that the seating of Gov.
Plaisted in Maine lisappointed more Democrats
than Republicans. The idea was that he would he
more useful to the party as a
martyr than ail otii
cial
[Boston Herald.
The name “Greenback party" is good enough,
and we desire nothing annexed or prefixed, but
our action in the Portland convention
prefixed the
word ‘‘straight." and it sticks
We cannot shake
it oil’, and we have no desire to so long as a Fusion
Greenback party exists. [Phase's Enquirer.
It is asserted that

Congressman March, of Rockland, is roaming over the country visiting Inde
pendent and Greenback members elect working up
a scheme for a coalition with the Democrats to
place Lowe, of Alabama, or Kelley, of Pensylvania.
Let him roam. I t won’t
in the Speaker’s chair
take him long to go the rounds, and Congress can
spare him just as well as not. [Biddeford Union
aud Journal.
Among the many congratulatory despatches
which Hon. Eugene Hale received upon his nomination for Senator, doubtless none was more ap
than the following, received from his
boys who are visiting their grand mother, Mrs
Chandler, in Detroit, Michigan :
“Hurrah for Maine; hurrah for papa.
Cu .mh.kk. Fkeu and the Boss.”
(signed)
Chandler, the eldest, is about eight years of age,
while the “Boss" is scarcely four. [Somerset Re-

OAMUEL KINGSBURY, Administrator of the
estate of JOSHUA TOWLE, late of Belfast,
said County, deceased, respectfully represents
that the goods, chattels and credits of said deceased, are not sullicient to answer his just debts
and charges of administration by the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars, and that deceased died
possessed of certain real estate situate in Belfast,
the homestead now occupied bv the widow of said
deceased, consisting of the house lot, the shop lot
and a small parcel bought of Luther M. Smith, amt
also represents that it he necessary to sell the whole
of said real estate, as no part could be sold without
loss to the balance.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey at private
sale the real estate of said deceased, (including the
reversion of the widow’s dower thereon,) to satisfy
said debts, and incidental charges and charges of

eradicate the Virus of Disease by Constitutional
and Local Treatment.
(
limn IHx h.vknt is tin* greatest blood purifur, liver stimulant, and renovator in medicine.
Tin* E lement of disease cannot exist where it is
freely and regularly taken. It purges from the system every debilitating humor, improves theappetitE*, perfect digestion, stimulates Hie- liver and kid
in'\x opens tin* bowel*-, and makes over the vitiated
blood into a pun*, vitalizing, and re-dorativo fluid.

CUTICURA RESOLVENT,
( utirura and (uticura Soaps.
The ( in* ri:\ Rr.-orvrxr is assisted in curing
all limu*ii
11 tat appear upon the surface by (UTI* « |{.\, a Medicinal
Jelly, which arrests ;t 11 external
'yniptoni'o!' disease, eat- away dead -kin and flesh,
alla\- inflammation, itching, an*! irritation, heals
ulcers, >ores and wounds, and reproduces and beauIt
tifies the hair by allaying heat and irritation.
contains in* grease, never becomes rancid, and is
Mi;i*n in At.
a natural Hair Dressing.
Ctrl*
i: \
Ton i:t m >ai*, prepare*! from ('i n* t'it i, fi*r cleansing disea-ed -urt'aers. healing, softening, refreshing and brautifx ing the-kin, is invaluable. l! is a
t«*i'ei, bath and mirx-n luxury. ( t 1 K't'ltA MKI»I( in\i. siian in*; So.vr'is the iir-t ami only medieina soap prepare*! expressly for shaving, and D ex-

travagantly praised l>y gentlemen.

WONDERFUL CURES
Performed b) the Cutieiira Remedies.
What cures of Blood am! "-kin Diseases and Scalp
A flections wit 11 Loss of Hair, can compare with
those of tlie H**n. Win. Taylor. Bo-ton. Mate Mutator of M.a.--a*liusett-; A Merman 'Pucker, B<>.-ton;
>. \. Steele, L-ip, ( 'liicago, IIL Drake. L-*p, I >»•
troit, and many other-, details of which may be
found in future editions "f this paper.'

CUTICURA REMEDIES
For all Blood Humors.
'fliet I it*
i: \ I v!: M
1*11> are prepared by W KKKS
A; 1 ’*»i iit:. ( hemi.-t- and Druggist-. :»t»o Wa-hington street, B"-h*n. JI Front street, Toront«». (>nt.,
aii'l'Nimv Hill. I.oii'l'ui.aml are f-*r sale by all I >ruggi-t-. 1 *ri• e **f ( ri* ka. small box* -. oh cents;
large boxes, containing two ami <*ue-half time- the
«jiiantit\ «*f small. >|.on. |{i:soi.vi;n r. £Loo per
(TTl'TItl Ml 1*1* IN \l. T'UI.KT Soil’, Jo
bottle.
n t t: v Mi;tu< inai
.ike: (
shayinu
cent.- per
>**\i’, lo cents pt r < ake. in bars for Barber- and
large consumer-. on cents.
lyrlo

union «»f lile* I licit v ami

\

I

Healing Balsam- ten tinagOLkHVy
[■■■ilri r/vTtnA
powerful than the be-t
m,ELECTBC
.vii.-Ou,'

VOLTAIC
£>I

Weaknes- of tile
-_rQ^
rMSTu«>^ Fungs, Liver. Kidneys and
Back. Rheumatism. Neuralgia and >eiati* a. Flaeed
«>\er the pit ol the Momaeh, they cure Dyspep-ia.
Biliou- « olie. Diarrh«ea. ( ramp-and Fain, ami pre\-k for ("llin-' \
vent \giie ami Malaria.
11 ai*
Lleetri*- F*»r**n- Fluster-. Jo cent.-.
Fain

on

a

Administration.

ami

■

—..

a Court of Probate, held at
for the County of Waldo, on
of January, A. I>. 1881.

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

CARPETINGS, OIL CLOTHS & MATTINGS!

Upon the foregoing petition, < irdered, that the petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
of said petit ion with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to he held at
the Probate Otlice in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause if any they have, why
the same should not he granted.
JAMES I>. LAMsi »\, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —A. A. Fi.ktoikk,Register.

causing a copy

GEORGE 1 BURKETT'S.

a Probate < ourt held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

At

A. I

>.

lssj.

KING>BURY. Administrator <*t the
estate of J<»1H A TOWEL, late of Belfast,in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
his first account of Administration «*f -aid estate
for allow ance
Ordered, Thai the -aid Administrator give notice to all p. r-on int.Ti-sted by causing a copy
of this ordi-r :
published three weeks successive!} in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
that they may appeal at a Probate ( ourt, Lo he held
at Belfast, w ithin and for -aid County, on tin* second Tuesday of
at ten of the clock
before noon* and show cause, if any they have, why
tlu -aid account -hould not he allowed.
J AM!.- I>. LA.MSON. Judge.
A true copy, \ttesf:
\ A. FtJ'.rniKK, Register.

SAMUEL

Our Stick Must do Reduced.

January,

A. 1). isM.

ANNAII E. LIMEBCRNER, named Executrix
in a certain instrument purporting t<> be the
last will and testament of TIB >MAS >. LI M EBl'KNlate
of Belfast, in said Count\ of Waldo, deEK,
ceased, ha\ing presented f lit* same for Prohate.
i
Ordered, That the said Executrix give notice t«»
all persons interested by causing a copy of thiorder t“ be published time* week- sueecssiveh
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Prohat** Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock he
fore iu*ou, an l show eause.it any they have, win
the same should not be proved ami allowed.
JAMEs LAMS >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—A. A Ku: rrm.K, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
lh«* County of Waldo, <m tin* se**ond Tiles’*lay of
January, A. 1>. 1»1.
R. GARDNER. A'lministrai rix «»f the estate of HENRY'GARDNER, late *f \'.»rthport,
in said < oimty of Waldo, dee a-ed. having present
et lu r first ami linal ai’eount for allowam*e.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all person- interested b\ causing a copy of this
order t<‘ be published three weeks successively in
tlie Republican Journal print* d at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate < onrt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, ;it ten of the clock before noon, and show cans**, if any they have, w in
the same slant 1*1 m>t be allowed.
JAMES D. LAMSON, Judge.
A truee«»py. Attest
-A. A. Fi.r.V* iiku, Register.

SARAH

\t a Probate Court liehl at Belfast, within and for
the Comity of Waldo, on the second Tuesda) of
January, A. 1>. issi.
A. < i R A V ami others, claiming to be tin*
heirs of BENJAMIN A. (1RAV. late of Prosin
pert,
County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition for the appointment of W. T.
C. Ul \NELI> Administrator d' said deceased's
estate.
Ordered, That tin* -mid Bunnells give notice
to all persons interested
by causing a ropy of
this order !•» be published three weeks
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they ma\ appear at a Probate < onrt, to be held at
B* lfa>t, within ami for said < 'oimty, on the second
Tuesday <d February next, at ten of the clock before m*on, ami show cause, if am they have, wh\
the praver <d -aid petitioners should m>i be
J \ MIN l> I. \MS* )N. Ju*lg«*.
A true copy. Atte-t
A A. I J.l.I* IIKK. Register.

Splendid values

cun be obtained. We have marked
We have ju t received 2000 yards of
down silks *20 per cent. We sell a good silk for 7.V..
worth $1.00. For $l.oo, worth $l.2.>—increasing in i
HEAVY BROWN COTTON
quality and value to $2.00 per yard: fnr$2.oo, worth !
Iii
remnants from u yards P 2o yards, we >hall soil
$2.o0.
at tin* astonishing price of i!:;*\
:• viI.
worth
per

10c.

j

is

complete,

all

l

all who

are

In Moekton, Jan. 13th, bv J. <«. Lambert,
Esip,
apt. Albert Maples uii't >ii— Jennie K. l.’iehaid

-'in, both of Stockton.
In Searsmnnt, Jail. 12lh,
Mr Friil C. Nash ami Mi

by
—

J.

riinnipson. K.-i|
Saddle IVrrv, Iwlli of

Montville.
Ill Searsmont, Jan. 1st. Mr. .e.nye E. I luiiton ami
Miss El-ie J. Perry, lioili of Searsmoiii.
In East Jaekson. Jan. ist, Mr. Jonas W Jewett "1
Ili.vniont, ami Mi— t.evene M. Kimball of Jai-k-on.
Ill Lilieiiliiville. Dee. 2.7th, Mr.
Heorge I). spauM
iny ami Miss Dora E. Eleteher. Also, Jan. 1-t. Mr.
It..belt W.

Hardy

<>i-1'i:i;

\

i i i.l

i im;

«>»

3 Button Block Kid Gloves,
number', from •'*

.ju.11 it\- for si.

Better Quality, 6 to 8 Black Kid $1.25.
—ALSO

Finer

Quality

A-

All Numbers.

in

from (i to S in ll/ark. $1.00.

ami Mi.— Carrie E.

Eineolnville.

Young,

In li/ark. nt $l.7~>.
Making

tli*- tiia.-l

mt■

t■

i!~ivt* ussoriiucn! of Iflack
A full lino of

Kill-rvit oflVreil in the i-itv.

& Street Shades Only 35c.
Do. Do. In al! Numbers tor 65c.

Opera

WHITE
from

.*

KIDS,

.7-7 to S.

Castor and

B.

Gauntlet

F.

Gloves.

WELLS,

ltdfast.

Maine.

BENEFIT

vrs.
Abbott, aged
.-earsport, Dee. 27th, Devi Nichols, aged 12 Vi
In Ltneolnville, Dee.
JUt, Caroline, wife of Angiistn- Dnnkwater, aged •>.«: rears.
In Kueklaud, Jau.
12th, Mrs. Hannah 1*. Kiehanls,
tormerlv of Belfast, aged 71
years, s mos., ->o .lavs!
In Koekland, Jan. tali, Mr. Charles
K. Mallard,
aged ns years.
In Appleton, Jan. 11th, Sarah
T., wife of Hi
>Prague, formerly of Rockland.
In Cnion, Jan. Ith,
Mary E. Newhert of Waldo-

Wednesday, Feb. 2,1881.
MUSIC

SANBORN’S

BY

ORCHESTRA,

ASSISTED

Meserrey .1 ,/. f. Doherty,

f.

OF
SuppiT
mencp al

BY

-i

ROCKLAND.
Dani'ing

rviM tTomillos I’. M.

S.iitj.

to

com

■’« :!

50 tents.
Admission. including Supper.
Without Supper.
25
I-.

f

t

'I

D

linen and Cotton

PORT OF BELFAST.
OF

ARRIVED.

ALL

Trimmings

KINDS.

Bleached & Unbleached

-.

14th, schrs. Brunette, Bahhage, Boston; A.
\\ Ellis,
Bagiev, Charleston; Sophia Willev, Ham,
Rockland.
-Ian. 15th, schrs. E. A. Elliot,
Snare, Boston ; East-

ijaeen,-,-.
Jan. Kith, schrs. Harmona, Pattershall,
Bappahani*0<*k ; rennessee, Acorn, Rockland; Marv Langdon,
Mullen, do.
Jan. 18tli, s. ,J. Gilmore, Sylvester, Somesville.

CHEAP

FOR

F\

JB.

Freedom
Tin*

Atty.

& Counsellor at Law,

No. I, Huraden Block, Belfast, Me.
Having presided over the Probate and Insolvent
( ourl for the past four
years, I feel that 1 can render
valuable counsel and service to all persons having
matters m said Court.
h.
Belfast, Jan. 17, issi—:j

Sheetings

CASH,

AT

WELLS’.

Academy.

Spring Term will

ern

PHILO HERSEY,

TUESDAY,

commence

MARCH

1, 1881,

AM) CONTI M E 10 WEEKS,

A. A.

IfHITXEY,

and after

the fourth
From January, the
regular
Countv
Of

Fire & Marine
Wednesday

Court of
of Waldo, will he held at
Insolvency for the
the Probate OMee, Belfast, on Thurstlav
following
the second Tuesday of each month, until otherwise
ordered.
J. D. CAMSOX, Judge.
Freedom, Jan. 18.1881.—S
term of the

WANTED.
A/ A coitus spool, wool) wanted at (JurJyJ Huy’s Mill. Cash will he paid.
It. A. Cl liNKY.
Belfast, Jan. 18,1881.
OK all large
ever

saic,

Nassau, N. Y.

( hromn Cards, the prettiest you
with name, loo. Nassau Card Co.,
IteowJ

new

!hmhh

Hush

.1 LI.LIx >v. of Monroe, in said (
ounty,
having petitioned for letters of Administrathe estate of K>THKi; .1 h LI. I si >N, late of
Monroe, in said County of Waldo, leceased.
Ordered, That the said .Jcllison give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks sueccss.Vely in the Republican .Journal printed at Belfast, that thev mav
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday

M<

tion

on

next, at ten of the dock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not he granted.
d AMI> I
LAM SUN, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest —A. v. Fli:t< iihu, Register.

subscriber la re by gives public notice to all
1
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Fxeeutor of
the will ot
ALMIRA L. FISIIFR. late of Searsmont,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests ail persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, a.id those who have any
demands thereon, P exhibit the same for settlement
t«> him.
.JOHN M. FLFTCIILR.
Belfast. Jan. is, IsSl.

Oue lot worth 00 cents, for

per

yard—marked down from

*7lo‘-

and si.no.

Slioodalrs in Black & Colors,

insurance Company.

County

of

Waldo, deceased, by giving

bond

the law directs: she therefore requests all persons
>v ho an* indebted to said deceased's estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
her.
MARY A Mct’OBB.
Jan. lx, ixxi.
as

rmoPI
1
U/

We

will 6end

our

Catalogue

for

Y\*

1881

and descriptive list
FLOWER SEEDS,
VEGETABLE SEEDS,

^Containing a
11

\\\

full

\

of\\

Gladiolus, Lilies, Roses,
Plants, etc.
beautifully illustrated with colored plates,
free to all who send their address.
Application may he made to
179,181,and 183 Main Street,

Look at tin* quality
advaneina in pri'vs

Chicago,111.

HIRAM

SIBLEY&COyJ

Irochf^tpi.m v.

r.t

Chicago,illIl

4teo\v.‘?

On ft/

Remnant Brass Goods!

in

to

as

all Liabilities. $361,047.^0
regards Policy Holders.*1,301,947.S0

J. N. DUNHAM, President.
Hanford J. Hall, Secretary.

Andrew J. Wright, Treasurer.
3
FRED ATWOOD, Agent, Wdnterport.

WliL
tWfi 1881
"'A ill be

REMNANTS,

Cents Per Yard.

S/dindid Onafiti/ <(•

proportion.

Width.

/ xtra

UMBRELLAS.
look AT i'll I*.

Umbrella

25c. per yard,
61.bo; former pri< e 61.25.

we

only SI,00,

sell at

we

sell for onU

7 Tie.
lot

One

a large 'lock of short length I>ress Goods
all qualities, from the highest cost goods to the
lowest. We shall close out the lot at an;, priee.
Goods worth *1.01) per yard shall dispose of at Joe.

We have

Per

frozen, .iff Linen.

worth

si.25

**

per yard. A splendid opportunity to oh.
dre-~e- for children at nominal prices.

and 37e.
tain

FORMER PRICE $1,50.

ht:;t

1.25
1.50

2.50

2.00

WILL r,K HTM) I \ ont

Dozen Ladle* Vests, onl}

Cotton Bress Goods!

••

25

••

SI*l.l.M>m

Lent*

GOOD

Kaeh.

$‘i~>.00.

Present

$.~>.00

to

$!S.OO.

••

$2 00. $2.50,

$3

shall <>tVera

LINE

V A l.f I..

>1 Peril

bents’ lnder*hirts 50c., *old e\er> where a! f>7e.

\1

to

we

50

Extras, 90 Cts.

Lowell

RUBBER WATERPROOFS

$7.00

this '•tiick.iniist po.Gih r!y he -old

\

One loi Children’* Vests. Medium Size, 15c. Kaeh.

CLOAKS!
Former Priee,

Room

Carpet

UNDERWEAR!
50

Bargains!

'1.00

1.50

*•

35

A grand
a of these good- w id in* made,
leaning
and as the prices var\ w< antiot quote them. Suffice it to say that they will he cheap.

for

2.00
in

ALL-WOOL 75 CTS.

*>\ I.\

50 and $5.00 Each,

INGRAINS 55 CTS.

have the I.AUtJKsT and MOST ( (t.Ml’I.KTI
Stock in Belfast, and shall close out the entire lot,
Shall sell
amounting in value to
\\V

DOI'BLK INDIA STRIPED FROM $7.00 TO $30.00.
FORMER PRICE,

Buy

one,

sure

remember these prices.

and

good Kill Glove,

2

Buttons,

for 25.-.

\\Y

-.'ll

a

Button Kids 5o<\, former price 61.oo. I Button Ivi«ls 61.00, old price 61.d>.
\\
shall mUr a lot
of Kids, slightly .-oiled, be-t uuality,
one-half their value.

at

SOLO EVERYWHERE AT 25c.

than

less

$10.00 TO $37.00.

perfect satisfaction warranted

or

Cts.

Hemp Carpeting 15c,.

One lot for.;;

3

V*.

Warps, 50

Doub’e

KID GLOVES.

Oil Oloths &

Rugs

money

refunded.
MARKED DOWN.

LACE NECK TIES

!
D

(hit if 1'i l-ir. to jit

WOOLEN SHAWLS,
Both
Wil l,

*

Single

MEET THE

SAME

;

■-•hi.I-

:•

an

lu

ii

1

in

r

rd onlv

-iiiaraiio

;

1

TKitMs

-lave

been market! down

yard, ami these jiriees are
t!‘ ..I> on hand for *50 day-.
r

m

-TIHCTLY CASH.

Double,

SACRIFICE

IN

COVENTRY YARN

FRICKS.

/v>* S/tfin,
A- our intention i.- to in:ik<- a rlean sweep of our
-|cji-k, these got>«U will suffer tin* >aui(‘ fate of the
«*tln*r>. Shall -.11 ( urtaia
t

SCOTCH YARN
From 32.50 to $6.00.
Marked

down from $3.00 and $s.oo per pair.

'2()r.. irorth

*>0 (Y.s

BED SPREADS!

!

\ full assortment

on

hand; look at the spreadsell for

65 Cents

and

HO ( ts.

I 'ortHcr I*rh‘<

,,

Carpet Sweepers!

3
we
<

die

l"t

—buy

$1,25.

lint-

one

hemstitches only

and show it t<> your
17c.,
n\, Toe.. 1

BEST MAKE $2.50.

worth

1J

frien

is.

All him1.:

splendid .allies.

WOOLENS!
-F O

mailed

fre. to all
applicants, and to customers without
it.
It contains five colored
6**0 engravings,
about 200 pages, and full
descriptions, prices and directi-.ns no1500
varieties
of
planting
Vegetable and Flow, Seeds, Plants,
Hoses, etc. Invaluable to all. S.-nd for it. Address,

plates,

ordering

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Mic1
4t<-o\v:i

!

KOur assortment to ho

MEN AND BOYS’ WEAR.

closed-mt regardless of an;,

pro lit.

Our attention
ol'

lection
This stock is not large, hut have about 500 yards n
hand, to he sold 25 percent, less than former price-.

all

v

ill be

given

to the

unsettled accounts,

coland

<

One Lot of

Grey

1-2c. per
a

a

vices of

on hand, together with a full
regular lengths. We make this stork
specialty, the prices will astonish all.

Kemnant Hamburg*

Flannel at 12

assortment of
a

yard.

One Lot at 18c. per
a

parties indebted to us
diately, as we propose

HAMBURGS!

FLANNELS!

22c.

A The

we

sell for 1212

opened a
Hosiery carried
at a bargain.
Have

Cts,,

to

when it is

([notations

on

the

secure

out

prices

ser-

required.

goods

ma\

to avail themselves of an
secure

offered

Buy the Flannel

Attorney

the fact that these

near

“

COTTON FLANNELS!

an

will settle imme-

and

be relied

upon, should induce the trade far and

yard.

“

:

ty to

Agents

LIABILITIES.

over

I

rents.

NAPKINS !

From h)e. to J.*>c., formerly sold for Joe. and .”.7e.

Sold everywhere ul 18 Cts.

Capital Stuck all paid up...$1,000,000.00

Surplus
Surplus

OF

American Oiess Goods

Rochester,N.Y.
174 E.Randolph St.

74,01
031,17*2.43
15,430.00 $1,720,637.39

LOT

duly appointed

herself the trust of Administratrix

Ts.$2,0*2.os."). 10

Outstanding Losses.
Re-Insurance Fund.
All other Claims.

RIBBONS!

notice to all

Annual Statement January 1, I SSI.
CAPITAL, ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
ASRl

h.

h<

Linen Damasks!

61 1-SJc. 46 in. Wide.

tor

cost,

$1.*A

V7 1*2

'luaiitie-

>tiier

<

15

$1.00

**

Hdkfs.
subscriber hereby gi .-es public
rpiIF
A. concerned, that >he has been

in the

skirl that sold for

a

t'orsfts,

E.\tra Jean >ilk embroidered, for 57 1-2<\*

Murk Mumir Mollis Hoc. <(■ S', l -‘><

February

an«t taken upon
of tin* estate of

-ell

We

nooii,

sho\ycause,

Primary.$2.50

Common English. 3.00
Higher
3.75
Languages. 4.50
Fur furllier infurniutidii wMre.ss the Prineipnl, or
0. 11. KEEN, Secretary, Freedom, Me.
•I\v3

$1.00

Only 10

within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of February next, at ten of t-hc dock before
and
if anv inoy have, why the prayer of
said petition liould not he granted.
JAMKS 1>. F VMS( »N, Judge.
A true copy. AttC"t —A A Ft .KT< II KH, Register.

J‘rincipttl,

And .such assistance as the wants of the school
Hoard and rooms for self-hoarding
may require.
can be obtained at reasonable rates.
TUITION :

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS,

NOTICE.

Cost of

balance of these tfoo'l- sold out at

The

-Hull.

in 'Tin:

heap.

very

are

Felt Skirts.

M. FdW kkB. widow of .1 \ M1> FOW-

LFB, -lit., late of Cnity, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented her petition for
an allowance out of tin* per-onal estate of "aid deceased.
Ordered, That the said Widow give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, Unit they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,

hois MeCOBB, late of Lincolnville,

•Ian.

14th,schrs. Tahmiroo,White, Boston: Henrv,
"°<>'ls, Salem; Geo. Shattuok, Stover, Boston; s.
J. Gilmore, Svlvester, do; Eastern
(Jueen.
Marv Langdon, Mullen, New York.
•Jan. 1 <th, schr. M. A.
Ilyer, Crockett, Stockton.
Wh, schrs. M.
Drew, Mahoney, I>ru11~>
wuk; Nellie Lanpher,-.Boston.
Jan. Path, sehr. J. Ponder, Jr.,
Welch, Salem.

and for
Belfast,
the second'Tuesdav of
within

in tin* County of Waldo, deceased, by giving la nd
as tin* law directs; she therefore
requests all per
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have a iv
demands thereon, b’> exhibit the same for settlement
to her
IIARR!FT !’. LFWIS.
.Jan. lx, I XXL

MB'

SHIP NEWS.

(

sons

i!(j years.

m«■'

At a Probate ( ourt held at
the Count\ of W aldo, on
January. A. I), issi.

PTMIF subscriber hereby gives public notice t«» all
X concerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
of the estate of
ALICF W. PARKFR, late of Winterport,

-.

4-,*BI

ISSf.

''I'll K

n

hoi-o, aged

A. 1>

II ABLI." 1
liUBDON, Administrator of the
e'tate of I" A A( ( A R\ FB, late of Searsport,
'iiiuh
ill "-'.iii
of Waldo, deceased, having presented Ids lirst account of Vdministration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered. That tie* said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a ropy of this
order to be published three weeks sucee-sively in
the Bepuhli. an Journal printed at Belfast, that t’he\
may appear at a Probate ( ourt, to be held at Belfast. within and for said County, on the "ceond
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show eaime, if any thev have, why
the same should not 1».• allowed.
J \MKS I). l.AMsn.N. Judge.
A true copy. \tte"t
A. \.Fi.j:h m:u. Begister.

of

HAYFORD OPERA HOUSE.

Tow els

JOB

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
t!ie County I Waldo, on the .-croud Tuesdav of

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on tin second Tuesday of
.January, A. 1>. ixxl.

S

BALL & LEVEE.

DIED.
Wot king beyond the announcement
of the name, age,
residence, c., of deceased persons will be published
under this heading, j
hi llri.-' city. Jan. ISth, John Stevens,
aged on voar~
and
months.
In this city, Jan. lilth,
formerly
Oscar'diephcrd,
ot Jefferson, aged To years.
In this city. Jan. 'Jtii, Jennie
wife
of
John B.
M.f
U alton, aged JO years, 1 month and 27 dav-.
in this city, Jan. 14th, Katie
A., daughter of M.
< .and Margaret L.
Dilworth, aged J years and i>
months.
[Maehias papers please copy.
In South Boston, Jan. 11th. Hattie if., wife of
Joseph ]]. Clough ami daughter of the late Geo. I
of this city.
Ku--,
At Prospect
Village, Jan. 7th, Luther Mudgett,
<)<)
aged
years, <; months.
In Isleslxiro, Jan. Ith,
Helen, daughter of Klen
Mini Nettle IVmlleton,
aged 1 vear and I months.
In Isle^boro, Jan. rtli,
ot Amin-,,-,
infaiitdaiighter
r
and Helen A. Hatch.
In Montville, Jan. Hh, Marv
oh

I

Be

FIREMAN

1'-

>

W'K SII A 1.1. OI’KN
We shall
this great -ale.
Bought expressly
offer a si’i.r.MUP p; in. Cashmere !'• n- C»7 .« ; 7.V.
marked down fromS7‘ .«•.; jsT'aC. markeddowi, from
$1.00; $l.oo marked down from $1.27. Do not fail
to avail yourself of these bargains.

\t

I,^FFFN

Ft I.I. LINK «>|-

A

Iioeklami.

In Iioeklami, Jan. 1th, Mr. Fred I.. Post and Miss
Cassie E. Jameson, both of Iioeklami.
In South Thoinaston, Jan. 1st, Mr. David Talbot
"f Camden, and Miss Cora C. Hewvtt of Iioeklami.
in Thoinaston, Jan. 1st. Mr. t ha-. E. Peter- and
Mrs. Delia E. Peters, both of Warren.
ill Union, Jan sth. Mr. I.lewellvn .flank of Waldohoro, and Miss I'll! E. Anderson of Warren.
in North Haven, Dee. 2:1'I. Mr. lirignex (,. D\er
"I Vinalhaven, and .Mi— Eizxie E. lirowh ot
North
Haven.
At Hlneliill Falls. Jan. 2d, ( apt. Win. ('onarv of
Iilueliili Falls ami Mr-. Sarah D. I.iving.-ton of
Iioeklami.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 7th,
(.'apt. Poland < lion-ev
ami Mis.-I.illie F., daughter of ( apt. C. F.
liellatly.

uv
dial] oft'e
a TiKAI TiKi'l
COTTON for mu 10c, pc. oinl,
net equalled by am luuoe in Maine.

specialty

ii

lil.KAi 11KI

for

—

all of

In Caimlen, Jail sth, Mr. Amusa s. Ileal ami Mi—
lie lie Parker, both of Eineolnville.
in Iioeklami, Jim. liilh, Mr. Clarenee E. M.-Intire.
recently "f lluckport, amt .Mi.— Addle M. liird of

pr» seated the same for Brohate.
Ordered, 'That tile aid Fxeeutor give notice
to all persons interested by .-a using a copy of this order to he published three week" successively in the
Bepuhli an Journal printeil at Belfast,that they may
appear it a Probate C mrt, to be held at Belfast*,
w ithin and for said (’ounty, on the second Tuesday
ot February next, at ten of the clock before nooii,
and "how cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
J A M 1 > I). L \ .Msi »N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fli;t< iieis, Begister.

January.

FOSTER S HOOK BUTTON KiUS!

MARRIED.

(

\o\\

in all

suffering from the error.- and indis
cretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., 1 will send a recipe that will
cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
This great remedy
was discovered by a
missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rev. Jo.Ni.ru
I Inman, Station I). Xetc York City.
ly-Jn
o

A-

The reputation «»f the Towel we sell for *£.» rents is
well known—lemrtli I
yards, width *22 in.—extra
Hie. and
heavy, hand- oir ya: ordered—also «>ur

CORSETS.

ing

Belfast, .fan. is lssi.

Bleached Cotton!

shades in -dock

subjected to the great mark-down. Fine qualities at
s?I.Ooand $1.2.7 per yard.
Corduroy Velveteens at
>7;v\ per yard, striped satins $1.00, sold for s’. .2.'».

I

Thy under.-igned takes this opportunity of re
turning his thanks to the many friends* who so
kindly befriended him in hi- time of trouble. AI•
the employes of the* Journal and Age4 office.- for
their acceptable present.
M C. Dilworiii.

per yard.

successively

a Probe. »e ( ourt held at Belfast, within mid for
the ( oiinty of Waldo, on tin* second Tuesday of
January, A. 1>. I>sl.
A
< FIFT<>\ (> BA Y, named Hxeeutor in a eer
tain instrument purporting to he the last will
•
and testament of BKNJAMIN II. CRAY. late «»i
i’l'o-]*>*<•(, in -aid County of Waldo, deceased, ha\

w !

nozo OF oil A W LN to bo .sold at u reim-timi of AO per■cent. We -ell for$l •».» a Shawl
formerly sold for $2.00. Look at them ami coilvilii'e yourselves.

TOWELS!

Satins & Velvets!
The assortment

•i4
■

JASPERsaid

At

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Our sure to do Enlarged

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

grant***!.

slaying party, they

CARD.

Tin Demand is ImpiratiTi.

in order to meet the demand of our increasing trade. For 60
days only will this GREAT SALE
continue, as the carpenters will then be at work and our stock nearly if not wholly sold out.
No such bargains ever offered the people of this county before. RELIANCE must be
placed
on the prices advertised, for the closing out sale is bona fide and
positive.

February'next,

At a
the

Q F_-—-

..

FANCY GOODS, TOWELS,

.SAMUEL KINGSBURY.

At

January,

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

of Fellows' Com
pound Syrup <>t ilypophospbitus to all who sillier
in any way from disease or weakness of the Lungs.
Bronchial Tubes, or general debility.
.1 U. W .N on. M. !>..
Gagetown. N. B.

SAILED.

porter.

hemorrhoids, fistula, and other constitutional
affections, hut the evidence of a vitiated state of
the blood, a weakness, a debility of the vitalizing
fluids, greater than can be thrown off unless assisted by medicine peculiarly adapted t«» the purpose?
gans,

use

Jan.

predated

\\ hat are skin and Scalp Diseases hut the evidence
of internal Humor ten times more diflieult t-» reach
and cure, which floats in thebloodand other fluids,
destroying the delicate machinery of life and tilling
the hodv with foul corruptions? What is consumption hut a gathering of inherited Humors on the
lungs, which rots them? What are mental inflrmities, idiocy, and early insanity but hereditary Poison, choosing the brain because the weakest organ?
What rheumatism and gout but accumulations of
Scrofula in the joints and fluids? What ulceration
of the liver, bright's disease ol' the kidneys, diabetes, wasting and degeneration of the urinary or-

Lxavier A.

late of Belmont, A. J. Donnell, Administrator; Lois MeCobh,
late of Lineolnville. Mary V. MeCobh, Administratrix ; A lire W. Parker, late of Winterport, Harriet P.
Lewis, of Bangor, \dministratrix Almira L. l'i-h
er, late of Searsmont. John M. Fh*teher. Adminis-

_

Curtis Hali

Lamson, .Judge.—A. A. Flktom.r, Register.

The following business was transacted at the
January Term of said Court—
Administration Gimntkd on Estatks of—

heard to -ay a lew days
hoped they w ould make l>avi- <»• *\
I’heir political capital in that direction iin’iior.
me ...Mi' Walter Haley returned from Colorado
t.1!
He had been absent some eight or ten
mi,
he
...Mr. Kli.iah Colson, aged about sixtymontheight years, lie- dangerously sick ...-ome of your
reader- think the number of u id -w in Winterport
village, should have been stated as sixty-four in
wen called it iA- no nam<
-tead of fifty four.
hopeit none of tin* w or! hy ladie- w ill be ofi’ended at
being “counted out -\ grand entertainment lor
the benefit ot oar band is expected to come oil' in
Plaisted.

Court.

the do-. ....Mr-, clementine Havener,
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Fatal Humors Expelled.
Health Restored, and
Fife Prolonged.
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The total liabilities of Bowie, Dash &■ Co
New York, who failed some time ago, are placed
at *2,33*2,703 5G.

there wa- an enthe two s.M-ietic-.
tertainnu nt and fair in Kmery Hall, at whieli some
1 he enterf air hu’i :red person.- were present.
tainment eoii-i.-h d of tableaux, the Hindoo 1 roii]>ef
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load of lime ca>k- was up.-ct on the -quart* by
sliding sidewise.Mr. Tribou, the high school
teacher, is giving evening lectures on grammar and
other school subject-.
\ very good idea....The
schooner building by 11. M- Bean is progressing
rapidly. He ha- engaged to build another as soon
as this one is completed.... \ -mall company trom
Rockland came t«* Cam leu on a sleigh ride last
Monda>, taking Mipper :<i the Bax \ iexv House. ;
We are alxx ay- pleased to see cur Rockland Iricnd-.
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Stewart L. Woodford has been re appointed V.
S. District Attorney’ for the southern district of
New York.
Severe snow storms
es have been engulfed
persons killed.

Probate for the County

of

O

Vice President Wheeler authorizes a denial of
the reports that he intends marrying again.

Camden (louring mill company.V goodly
number of .-ail and row boats are being built by
different panic--.. Our roads and walk- are very
slippery, but no scrim;- accident* haveyel occurred.
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PROBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable
of Waldo.

of the World's Fair

one

graph companies have consolidated.
Eight Greenback Congressmen sign
latory telegram to Governor Plaisted.

Camdkn. The lecture of Hex. A. >. Ladd last
Fridax evening was a very line production and was
listened to and appreciated by a very good audience.
The next entertainment takes place on the evening
of the‘juth ins!., when Miss .Jennie Ilell Neale will
give some choice readings and selections on the

Linrolnville
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Gen. Grant is elected
Commissioners.

high water. She will probably be got off at considerable expense_Sell. High Flyer, of (Gloucester. a fishing vessel of .Y> tons, i- ashore on the west

Uebum ( l:ib
k the house and let of

Illinois is out of debt and “has money’ in the
bank.”

at

side of (Green's Island, and it is
be a total wreck.

!

Generalities.

flu*

following were elected otlieer- of
Man IU»yal \reh( ’hapter,of thiscily. -n M'-nciting last—J. F. Fcrnald.ll. P; J. C.Toxvns-

\l

\\

to

reason

ViNAi.ii.vYKN. Sell. Louisa Wilson, of Ellsworth,
loaded with dock stone for New York, parted her
cable during the gale of Friday night in Old Harbor,
Yinalliaven, and drifted on the beach of (Green
Inland and lies keeled over with her bulwarks under

full
over

line of Spring and Summer
last year—shall sell them

from

Our complete stock will be sold
they were sold at auction.

Paper

as

cheap

as

though

Fashions.

opportuni-

bargains

ploy

ever

public.

Prices will be attached to the
sale and the

Bleached Hose worth 37 1 -2c. for 1*2 l*2c. A 17c.

for Domestic

to the

the greatest

large

will enable

us

force of
to

goods for

help

we em-

give proper

tion to the trade.

atten-

■'!

Catalogues Free.

The addition to our Store and the
general enlargement of our Counter and Shelf Room, make
it necessary for us to limit this sale to
only 60 days, as repairs will then commence. Thanking the public for their generous patronage, we are resolved to merit your continued good will,
by presenting the most attractive bargains ever offered over our counters. We cannot guarantee duplicates, and shall withdraw from this advertisement items as soon as sold.

GEO. W. BURKETT,

83 Main St.,

City Block,

White Store.

;

Where

Shall the

Baby’s Dimple

Be ?

As a food and as a medicine nothing in medicine will compare with Malt Bitters.

the cradle the mother hung,
Softly cooing a slumber song
And these were the simple words she sung
All the evening long:

t

»ver

'heek or chin, or knuckle or knee.
Where shall the baby's dimple be
Where shall the angel's linger rest
When he comes down to the baby's nest (
Where shall the angel's touch remain
When he awakens my baby again ?"

••t

What Mr.

Saved

have

Him-

Henry Pitts,

of

removed the foreign body by the knife.
Pitts, and others similarly alllieted, used

as

Had Mr.

surgical operation
gave -Favorite Remedy
ous

to

prevent

disease, and Mr Pitt remains in
this day

the mother sat and dwelt
on the sweet delay of choice,
And then by her baby's side she knelt
And sang with pleasant voice :

Dr.

necessary.
a

ho found in Waldo County.

To

I

health to
\!w3

CANTERBURY

SHAKERS'

SARSAPARILLA.
The Great Health Restorative.
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KXTK ACT enables the company to guarantee this, while the imitator d-x
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So.

S- w. sow. sow
tl.e fanners sow
Busy. bu&v. busy, ail the day.
While the children are at play.
Stowing, stowing elo>e away
Baby wheat and rye m bed.
So the children may be fed.
So. so. s<».
S

~

1

<

Sew. sew. sew.
S«. the mothers sew
Busy. busy, all the day.
While the children are at play.
S--wing, sewing fast away.
So the children may have frocks,
browsers, coats, and prettv socks.
S •. so. S..
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Specimen Case of “Boycotting.”

American i ontributors to the funds of the
insii Land League, who fancy that that
organization is destined somcnow to advance the liberties of the Irish
people,
may be interested, says die Boston .Jour; iial. in knowing sonic of the particulars
■! one '1 the enterprises of the
League,
which is
now most prominently bethe public—the •Boycotting" ot .Mr.
W. Beia e Jones.
Mr. Jones owns about
a thousand a -res of iand in the
county of
<'"! it. and has resided upon his estate f?»r
1 Hiring this time he has exforty years
pended about >■ Bhi.imhi in permanent imAll the income which he
provements.
has ice. ived from his estates in Ireland
has l.a expended in the country: he
has spent sii.oiMi a year in wages and as
h :::■ re in other farm expenses : and
the laborers whom lie employs have received from eight to eleven shillings a
week, with cottage and garden, and as
much land for potatoes as they can cultivate, free. Tin relations between bis
tenants and himself have been such as
would naturally accompany considerate
and generous treatment on the part of a
landlord.
Witli two or three exceptions,
for thiny year- the rents due him have
i" on punctualiy paid ill the first weeks of
July and 1 a ember. There was not a
airears in the rents due six
-hiding
months ago.
i'hc harvest and potato
p had been the best for years, and the
;o;ui:os were both able and
willing to pay
le rent due this mouth.
But the Laud
I. ug ie hail conceived a grudge against
Mr. Jones, based largely upon his article- .n tin London l imes and Macmillan's
.Magazine upon the Irish agitation. Accordingly. word went forth that Mr.
J' ne.-'s tenants were not to be allowed to
pay him mi re than "Griffith's valuation"
—the valuation being less than a third of
what the land, with the improvements
which he had put upon it. was worth.
In a letter to the London Times Mr.
Jones describes what followed.
Five
day- before the rent fell due his tenants
:ece';vcd threatening letters by mail,
warning them of the vengeance of the
League ! they offered more riant than
-Griffith's valuation."
The next day a
■-iniilar threatening notice was posted on
Mr. Jones' door, and a grave was dug in
tie glass before it, which, the notice said,
"a.- mr him and his son.
I’he same day
a speech was made by a
young parish
p! -cst, gro.-sly abusive and menacing,
l i e day before the rent was due a fair
'•va- held, at which his tenants were vehemently threatened, and tlie next dav
tenant-; ceming to his house were met
and threatened.
When the tenants pie
.-en'.cd themselves they said they were
-“I T. afraid, and dared not offer more
than the valuation, hut hoped that he
ild not think any the worse of them.
\> Mr. .Jones declined to receive the
I'm- offered, the Land League
proceeded to enforce the decree of ‘'Boycotting''
him.
The thirty laborers and
against
-ervants about the place were warned to
lean- 'll peril of their lives, and a few
who lingered longest
were
distinctly
Lire; tened with murder if they remained.
I lie ante threats were made against anv
one who should sell
anything to Mr.
■Jones, or buy anything of him, or render
His isolaany service whatever to hint.
tion is complete,
lie and his family, under ll *• protection o! constables, are attending. as he. t they can, to the work of
the farm. Oats which he sent to market
'■'ere billowed
by a bowling mob, and
i o one dared to
buy them. W ith great
diniculty he succeeded in getting thirty
la ad ol rattl,e and forty head of
sheep to
l’ork. I'hey were to lie shipped to Bristol, hut as soon as it was known that
they were Mr. .Jones', several large cattle shippers waited on the directors of
the company and said that if these cattle
"ere received they would remove their
own from the steamer and would have
no further dealings with the
eompanv.
I lie e iinpany yielded, and another
shipalso
refused to take them.
ping company
The drovers abandoned them to the
streets, and no one dared
supply them
with bidder, sothat, as the Dublin
paper
which repm ts the ease remarks, ‘‘the
poor
animals presented a very emaciated ap-
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FELLOWS’
Is

a

HYPOPHOSPH!

combination of

II;.}»«>).inj>lii!•

ES.
originated

Canada while under tin- proce-of pulby
monary consumption, and which ha- -incc l»eeu employed by the medical profession throughout A meri
ca and England with unprecedented .-ucee--.
It contains tin1 clement- e--euii.il to the animal
me

in

organization,

the

oxidizing

ag

ut-and

mi”-.

In combination with the stimulating agent phosphorus, posse-sing the merit of being -lightly alka
line, and is dispen-ed in tin- e<mv« nienl and palata-

ble form of syrup.
It- effects are usually vi-iblc within twenty-four
hours aud are marked b\ a stimulation of'the appe
Cite, the dige-tion and assimilation, entering direct
ly into the circulation; it tones the nerve- and
muscles; exerts a healthy action of tin- secretions;
neither disturbs the stomach nor injure- the system
under prolonged use, and may lie discontinued at
any time without inconvenience.
fn a word it possesses the stimulants to arouse
the strength, the tonic- to retain it. ami merit of a

high degree.

Verv

respectfully,
JAMES I.

FELLOWS.

Do not be deceived by remedies bearing a snn/ar
name; no other preparation is a substitute for this
under any circttm. dances.
IvrtT

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
Fop sale by WM. 0. POOH & KOV.

SEAMEN WANTED.
AND OR DIN A ItY SEAM MV, for roast.1. S. I! ANEKTT,
Apply to
11 it ell genre oni''i\ Kitcklai.il.

SEAMEN
31 tf
ers.

helpless cattle, because, they belong to
an obnoxious landlord :
shooting at women as well as men, if
they decline to receive tiie rents which
they order: uttering threats ol murder, and executing
them, now and then, when they get a
chance: making midnight visits to lonely cottages, and perpetrating all sorts of

!

atrocities upon tenants who dare to pay
their honest debts: domineering over ail
trade and social relations by virtue of
threats and violence, and driving out of
the country landlords who are spending
their lives and their substance in improving their estates and elevating the condition of tinir tenantry. A pretty lot of
patriots are these cattle-maimers, barnburners, midnight raiders, terrorize!-.-; and
assassins.
Fine work is ibis to challenge
the s\ mpatli.. of the world, and to ask to
be regarded as in the interests of liberty
and patriotism. The cowardly radians
"dm are engaged in this sort of work deserve

no

sympathy.

They

are

doing

grievous wrong to Ireland, and are retarding the prosperity of the very people
whom they profess to defend. There will
be

call for tears when some of them
pay the penalty of their crimes, as it is
pretty sure they will do. when the Government gets ready to assert itself with
no

vigor.
Schoolmaster (desiring to explain tl,o word
“conceited'' which had occurred in the course of
the reading lessen)--"Now. boys, suppose that I
was always boasting of my
learning—that 1 knew
a good deal o' Uatin, for instance, or that
my per
somtl appearance was—that 1 was very goodknow—what
should
you say 1 was !"
looking y'
■Straightforward hoy, (who hud caught the
speaker's eye)—“I should say you was a liar, sir.”
A Galveston man named Josephus C Morgan,
who is also a great nuisance, is, like most great
nuisances, everlastingly abusing women
The
other dav he said to Smith : "There would be
fewei evils in the world if it were not for women
“Yes.'' responded Smith, “you, yourself, wouldn't
he in it.'
And now they hardly speak
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WINTER

ELEGANT NEW CHICKERING PIANO.
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Mens' I ntlt rs/iirts ami Ihaanrs!
GENTS'

[Vegetable.—It never
[Debilitates—It is

STATEMENT

Vlens' suits, #ii.(ID, s.OO. 10.00. 12.00. 15.00.
10.00. 22.00: Mens' listers and thermals.
#2.75. 0.00. 0.50, 7.50. s.OO. 0.00. 15.00.
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This is the sort of work in which the
Land League is engaged, and in which it
asks for the sympathy and the assistance
of America,
starving and cruelly killing

Fine Assortment
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HAS NEVER FAILED
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BANCOR & BOSTON.
Tiiurhin^ at Wintcrpiirt, Kuik.porl, .Sfar'pnrt,
Belfa>t. ( nmdt'n and limkland.

M. P. Woodcock & Sod,
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2v.. 30r., 32c., 35c., 40r.. 50c.. 55c.. (»5c.. 75r..
sOc..
00c., $1.00. $1.10. $1.20. $1.30. $1.35.
$1 75. $2.00, $*2.50 Per lard.
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and • > and W.
Tins is what the farmers do :
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great variety of

11 i.

\-

/■;

The Sanford Steamship Company.

OLD AND RELIAOLE,

OTHER

AND

I’rints front 5 to sr.; Sheetings from 5 to 1 Or.:
trashes from le. upwards; Itress Hoods from
an sr. knirkrrhorkcr to a line All-Wool ( ashmere.
Also Velvets. Velveteens, Trimming
silks and satins, Laces.Edgings. Ruches, Rut hings.Shetland Shawls,Long and Square shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, noth roe ladies and g ,uLadlis thinkings, listers. Cloth Uepellanis,
Table Oil Unmask, a dozen patterns. White
Linen and Tupke) Bed Damasks,

IMPOSITION.

i

Their cleansing and tonic action on the
liter and digestin' organs remot es all impurities front the system, purities the lilootl,
relict t. the orerta.red kidneys and establishes regular and natural action of the
bowels. Pleasant to take, free from all unpleasant or debilitating action antI can be
used freel;/ with perfect sttfetu.
For sale
by all druggists in half lb. glass jars.
Price 50 cents.
1 vl5

PLUMES, FANCY FEATHERS

niee line of

a

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

Not on the limb, 0 angel dear
F<»r the charms with its youth will disappear:
Not on the cheek shall the dimple be.
For the harboring smile will fade and liee :
But touch thou the chin with impress deep.
And uiv babv the angel s seal shall keep
Holland.
[Hr. .1

WORLD-RENOWNED

have

SHALL

AT COST AND BELOW.

Long

I

January 1st,

Bonnets & Hats!

have

Lined Buffaloes from $0.00 to #10.33 : Lap Robes,
from #2.•25 to #01.22 : Horse Blankets front #1.22
to #0.12: Halters, 40e., 50r.. 05c. and #1.00.
—A L S O—

the

return ot

WE

CASHMERE ROBES,

Kennedy

perfect

After

-A N D-

Kennedy’s

criiK

Constipation,
Biliousness, Liver
Troubles, Piles, Indigestion, Sick
Headache and Dyspepsia.

BUFFALO, JAPANESE, WOLF

“Favorite Remedy" in the early Mages of the dis
ease, the medicine would have />/•the formation of the calculus or stone, rendering a danger

heek or chin, or knuckle or knee.
Where shall the baby's dimple tie !
W here shall my linger fall and rest
When 1 come down to the baby's nest ?
Where shall my lingers touch remain
When 1 wake your babe again ?"

A,-.

have just received direct from the manufacturers the luM line of

I

N. Y.. sutler*?d

Kingston.

from the presence of Stone in the Bladder for several years
Dr. Kennedy ot Koundout. N. Y..

A murmur

«

Might

Fitts

self.
Mr.

she bent and sang so low
intc her music broke.
And >he paused to hear, for she could hut know
The baby's angel spoke :

MiU

lockup.

to the

Smith’s medicated PRUNES

Ti Tie Pill:

Denver has a policeman who writes poetry, and
the editor who refuses to publish it is liable to go

victim of

early imprudence, eau-intr mu \- a
debility, premature d.eeay. etc.. h.iviim tried in ain
known
every
remedy,has discovered a -imj i> m aim
of self-cure, wliieh be will send fret*
sulVerers. \ddress.l. II. RKK\ I>. I
N. V.
lyr-KJ

PERFECTED

I"

»

(

T7( TTi 3 Samplf9*ndr»U!ofnM*of^sts»»

hi- fellow
liatham st.,

BUT

P
3m

rj A 4
AvAJ

bi

Mfg Co*

nn

earth.

Work,

I 22 Nassau St. N.'

bin 11

hn COLOR

o

ltd ivos Hotter theinlt-edsed eol<;r the>eurround. 1!
t l'utter I’uv.o s recommend Its use.
a
i'.'m hrst
r :i 111. r. s.
Thousands of Dairymen 8a> IT I *• » KK i'l'.t’T. I sed
\war«led the Inti r:• :in reliant t'.«r t: «*r write to ask what It is. what,
\-k v- air .! ruir- a
national Diploma at N. V. Dairy l air.
it costs, who uses! t, where to p*t it.
\Vi:i,!,N, lilt II M11N1N »V CO., Proprietor*, liurllnicton, \ t,
v■■

■

>

l_

I

